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Abstract 

Facility energy efficiency efforts too often underperform because of peo-
ple’s choices and actions in their use of technology. Recognizing this chal-
lenge, Army energy guidance calls for establishing an informed energy-
conscious culture of stewardship to meet mission resilience requirements. 
However, the details for implementing that guidance have not been estab-
lished. This report provides two primary products to address these needs: 
(1) a Human-Centered Efficiency Process (HCEP), which is a coordinated 
nine-step process to use best practices in energy behavior, and (2) an out-
line of a strategy to build a culture of efficiency. The practical HCEP is syn-
thesized from energy management, change management, and Army pro-
cesses (After Action Report [AAR] and Commander’s Intent), as well as in-
sights from federal personnel. It is built around an organizational frame-
work and a continuous improvement process that systematically enables 
people to use technology effectively and efficiently. The culture strategy 
consists of a method of assessing the current status of the Army’s energy 
culture; a vision of a desired end state; and a path toward change. 

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional purposes. Ci-
tation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products. 
All product names and trademarks cited are the property of their respective owners. The findings of this report are not to 
be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents. 
 
DESTROY THIS REPORT WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED. DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE ORIGINATOR. 
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Executive Summary 

There is a compelling need to address the role of human actors in facility 
energy efficiency efforts as the Army seeks to maximize energy perfor-
mance in the built environment to support the energy resilience of its in-
stallations. Attention to the human side of energy systems is a necessary 
component that enables efficiency projects to achieve their full technical 
potential and, equally important, to sustain savings over time. This effort 
to address the behavior of people involves systematically supporting peo-
ple to use technology effectively and efficiently, and ultimately shifting cul-
tural norms to embrace shared ownership of energy outcomes. Such an ef-
fort requires an understanding of the reasons people act the way they do, 
and practical strategies for influencing those behaviors at both the individ-
ual and organizational level. 

This work was undertaken to recommend an approach to using behavioral 
methods to advance efficiency in the Army, and to identify implications for 
Army policy and procedures. Primary products are: 

1. The Human-Centered Efficiency Process (HCEP), which is a practical, co-
ordinated, nine-step process to utilize best practices in energy behavior, 
and 

2. An outline of a strategy to build a culture of efficiency. 

The HCEP is a continuous improvement process that systematically moves 
people toward efficiency (Figure ES-1). It is a synthesis of best practices 
from energy management, change management, and Army processes (Af-
ter Action Report [AAR] and Commander’s Intent); as well as proven 
methods of influence in the federal sector, and collective wisdom on bridg-
ing efficiency gaps from Army energy management practitioners. This 
combination of multidisciplinary methods makes the process uniquely 
helpful for managing facility energy systems as a whole with both technical 
and human elements. A hallmark of the process is the foundational organi-
zational framework (Figure ES-2) that supports success through continu-
ous improvement, shared ownership, adaptive problem solving and a ho-
listic systems approach. 
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Figure ES-1.  Human-centered efficiency process. 

 

Notes: 

a Sample Tactics to Support People (collective wisdom): 
• Installation specific design guide 
• Retain savings from efficiency at installations 
• Facility operator coaching 
• Community of practice for energy behavior 
• Mock billing 

b Federal Energy Management Program 
(FEMP) Evidenced-Based Methods for 
Change: 
• Social Network & Communication 
• Multiple Motivations 
• Leadership 
• Commitment 
• Information & Feedback 
• Infrastructure 
• Social Empowerment 

c Additional Behavior Influences: 
• Addressing Cognitive Biases 
• Overcoming Resistance 
• Partnerships 
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Figure ES-2.  Foundational organizational framework. 

 

Strategy for culture change 

The culture strategy consists of three components: 

1. Status: a preliminary characterization of the current status of Army’s cul-
ture in terms of its relationship with efficiency along with a method of as-
sessing the current status in a larger population. Additional data gathering 
is needed to understand the Army’s large enterprise more fully, 

2. Vision: a candidate vision of a desired end state, and 
3. Path: the recommended first steps in a path toward change. 

Both top-down (beginning with Army leadership) and bottom-up (begin-
ning with the individual) actions are required over the long term (5+ years) 
to effect the needed change, i.e., establish an informed energy-conscious 
culture of stewardship that impacts people’s choices and actions regarding 
energy and supports mission energy resilience. The full range of facility 
stakeholders needs to be affected by the culture shift including designers, 
building managers, operations and maintenance technicians, energy man-
agers, leadership and occupants, so that they are all pulling toward a com-
mon goal. When a critical mass of people (~80%) adopt norms, the fabric of 
the culture shifts to a “new normal.” 
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The strategy is a high-level planning tool to guide overall efforts. This skel-
eton strategy, provided below, will require tailoring and adaptation at the 
installation level to reflect local circumstances. 

1. Status: Preliminary characterization of current energy culture 
(60 interviews, 78 survey responses, primarily civilians) 

• Civilian leadership, facility support administrators, resource managers, 
and researchers have strong efficiency mindset 

• HVAC and controls staff ambivalent about efficiency, believe it com-
petes with comfort 

• Soldiers are not engaged with efficiency, believe it competes with mis-
sion, is inconsequential, or feel they have little control 

• Drivers: legislated goals, comfort, environmental impact, altruism, 
mission 

• Barriers: funding, leadership, staffing, coordination, quality data, moti-
vation, sharing of methods, training 

• Extensive collective wisdom on tactics to support energy stakeholders 
resides with staff. 

2. Vision: Candidate desired end state 

• Self-sustaining, self-correcting culture of efficiency 
• Saving millions for the mission, directing resources to critical loads 
• Optimal resource use (cost effective, risk appropriate) 
• Engaged shared ownership 
• Action enabling policy informed by ground truth 
• ALL-IN efficiency for resiliency. 

3. Path: Recommended path toward efficiency 

• Incorporate energy stewardship into current resilience initiatives led 
by top Army leadership 
o Revive the energy stewardship objective as a mission enabler that is 

established at the home station; embed energy utilization goals and 
reinforcing mechanisms into daily processes 

o Employ commitment, accountability, visibility, messaging, and a di-
verse team 

• Increase funding allocations for building support staff and equipment 
repair to demonstrate priority of optimized facilities. 
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• Expand and tailor data collection to understand local issues and op-
portunities. 

• Initiate benchmarking of behavioral approaches. 
• Make a behavioral approach Standard Operating Procedure to enable 

optimal efficiency by tailoring and adapting the energy culture strategy 
to local circumstances, establishing a supporting organizational frame-
work (Figure ES-2) and using the nine-step HCEP (Figure ES-1) to ad-
dress both individual and organizational behavior. 

• Establish a repository of behavioral methods to share success stories 
across the organization. 

• Conduct behavioral demonstrations to establish ground level methods 
and impacts. 

• Track policy revisions. Incorporate behavioral insights into organiza-
tional rules, roles, and tools, support individual ability, motivation, and 
opportunity. 

• Review previous energy data analyses which appears to show Army 
electric energy use many times greater than expected to discover root 
causes. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

An early energy efficiency demonstration of advanced insulation and high-
performance windows in an existing barracks building (Westervelt 1990) 
involved the design of a technically optimized retrofit using state-of-the-
art energy simulations. Contrary to expectations, the retrofitted (Figure 1) 
building did not achieve the anticipated energy savings. Inspection of the 
building while it was in use revealed that the newly installed high-perfor-
mance windows were often left open while the heat was running. 

 

Figure 1.  Energy behavior example. 

Using technology to full advantage requires the informed choices and ac-
tions of people. Turning off heating before opening windows is an example 
of human actions that support energy efficiency. On the superficial level, 
the explanation for why the new technology had failed to achieve the ex-
pected results was simple: the occupant, the Soldier, had misused the tech-
nology. (In the Soldier’s defense, the building was overheated.) However, 
deeper investigation revealed that the root causes for the way this building 
was operated resulted from the choices and actions of the full range of 
stakeholders: from the designer who remodeled the open bay barracks and 
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divided it into dorm-style rooms without changing the HVAC to accommo-
date those changes; to the Director of Public Works who prioritized fixing 
pot holes in the street over fixing a failed steam relief valve; to the energy 
manager who had the outdoor air damper chained to meet mandated en-
ergy reductions, leaving the place uncomfortably underventilated; to the 
HVAC technician who bypassed all temperature control in the building in 
an effort to satisfy comfort complaints; to the occupant who barricaded his 
radiator with a bookcase and then put in a call for more heat. All these par-
ties had a role in the building’s failed performance, including the re-
searcher, who engineered the insulation demonstration as a technical 
problem requiring nothing more than running calculations, materials 
choices, and construction monitoring. 

In fact, such technical solutions are only a first step to bringing about the 
desired, more comprehensive reduced energy solution. Optimal energy 
management requires an integrated systems approach. The building occu-
pants and technology users —people— are an integral part of the energy 
system and must be incorporated into the resiliency solution. People do 
not “get in the way” of advanced technical solutions; they are the reason 
the technology is employed, the reason the building was built, to provide 
safe, comfortable, productive places for people to live and work. 

A more comprehensive reduced energy solution must systematically ad-
dress the involvement of people in the lives of facilities by employing multi-
disciplinary insights to bring about the next level of efficiency. This requires 
a holistic approach to energy use that recognizes that a building’s energy 
performance is affected by the interaction of a full range of people and 
equipment. This integrated view of facility systems goes beyond stovepipe 
technical solutions (that consider equipment alone) or stovepipe social solu-
tions (that consider occupants alone) to help them work together In comple-
mentary fashion. Fortunately, Army leadership has recognized that too. 

There is a compelling need to address the role of human actors in facility 
energy efficiency efforts as the Army seeks to maximize energy perfor-
mance in the built environment to support installations’ energy resilience. 
The military and the private sector alike are calling energy behavior re-
search the “next frontier” in energy efficiency (Cohen 2015, Keim 2014). 
The energy industry itself recognizes the central influence of people on en-
ergy performance, and recently the Association of Energy Engineers added 
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a new chapter on human behavior and energy efficiency to their Guide to 
Energy Management, a well-established industry resource (see Mazzi et 
al. 2015). Attention to the human side of energy systems is often found to 
be the necessary enabling component of efficiency projects to achieve their 
full technical potential and retain savings over time. The Army needs to 
leverage behavioral science insights in combination with engineering sci-
ence to reap the full advantage of energy efficiency efforts, meet require-
ments of EISA 2007 to reduce energy use, and move toward the culture of 
efficiency called for in Army energy guidance. 

Drivers to establish an Army path to optimal energy efficiency by support-
ing people are multi-layered and include: 

• Widespread military and federal guidance calling for establishing a 
culture of efficiency 

• Increased focus on facility performance to meet current threats 
• Need to increase facility comfort for Soldier retention and training 

effectiveness 
• The advantage of “training as we fight” by establishing a mindset and 

habit of energy stewardship at home installations that can translate to 
the field where energy supply convoys have casualties 

• Widespread experience with efficiency efforts that have fallen short of 
technical potential and that involve a large combination of 
stakeholders. Technology is not the complete answer, people need to 
use technology effectively and efficiently. 

This preponderance of practical need is driving an innovative multidisciplinary 
solution centered on people as an integrated part of facility energy systems. 

This effort to address the behavior of people requires systematically sup-
porting people to use technology effectively and efficiently, and shifting cul-
tural norms to embrace shared ownership of energy outcomes. At both the 
individual and organizational level, such an effort requires an understand-
ing of the reasons people act the way they do, and practical strategies for in-
fluencing those behaviors. 

Although greatly needed and called for in Army guidance, actively attend-
ing to the human side of facility energy management is not quickly em-
braced as part of standard operating procedures at Army installations. 
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Common responses to the call for an efficiency culture include: assuming 
that the human side of facility energy management will take care of itself 
because it is common sense; or conversely, that it is too complex for any-
one other than behavioral scientists; or most typically, that technology will 
save the day and outsmart the uninformed choices of people. While there 
is some truth in each those perspectives, until now there has been no es-
tablished set of Army methods detailing how to approach this for the Army 
as a whole. This work was undertaken to recommend an approach to im-
plement behavioral approaches that will improve efficiencies in the Army, 
and to identify implications for Army policy and procedures. 

1.2 Key terminology 

A few definitions of terms will establish our understanding of select words 
and phrases: 

• Culture. In this project references to culture refer to the beliefs, values 
and actions (or behavior) of a people. 

• Energy Behavior. Energy behavior refers to the use of technology by 
people, where use is choices and actions of those people. Many people 
hear of “energy behavior” and immediately think of building occupant 
awareness campaigns that encourage people to turn off lights when 
they leave a room via a sticker on the light switch. This is a valid energy 
behavior technique. However, robust energy behavior programs can 
(and should) encompass far more than facility end users, as efforts can 
seek to influence any of the people involved with any phase of the life 
of our buildings – wherever people and technology meet. Energy be-
havior efforts overlap and are entwined with facility design, purchas-
ing, and construction activities, as well as energy management, facility 
upgrade, energy operations tasks, occupation of the facility, and ulti-
mately disposal or repurposing. 
It is instructive to realize that many energy behavior measures look 
identical to retro-commissioning measures (such as keeping HVAC 
equipment in automated control and setting room thermostats appro-
priately) as these facility operational improvements are dependent on 
the sustained behavior of building operators and occupants. 

• Systems Approach. A systems approach is a method of addressing 
complex problems as an interrelated and interdependent collection of 
sub-systems. It is an integrated, holistic approach. In this project, a 
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systems approach considers both technology and people as parts of the 
facility energy system. 

• Energy Efficiency. Energy efficiency is a measure of the provided en-
ergy services (e.g., heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting, and offices ap-
pliances, etc.) compared to the needed consumption of energy to pro-
vide those services (e.g., natural gas into a boiler, electricity to an appli-
ance). More efficient processes provide those services for a reduced in-
put of energy. 

• Energy Resilience. Energy resilience is the ability to anticipate, endure, 
and quickly recover from challenges, such as power outages, and physi-
cal, and cyber-attacks. The Department of Defense defines energy resil-
ience, in part as “the ability to avoid, prepare for, minimize, adapt to, 
and recover from anticipated and unanticipated energy disruptions in 
order to ensure energy availability and reliability sufficient to provide 
for mission assurance and readiness …” (National Defense Authoriza-
tion Act, NDAA 2018). 

• Energy Efficiency for Energy Resilience. The project team asserts that 
energy efficiency improvements that result from behavioral approaches 
to energy management support energy resilience efforts at Army instal-
lations. The relationship between efficiency and resilience takes the form 
of decreased impact of potential threats, freed up operating capital, and 
increased adaptive capacity. During a power interruption, the electricity 
needs of more efficient systems can be met with less alternate supply 
(e.g., fewer generators), reduced dependence on outside sources, re-
duced demand on energy infrastructure (which leads to increased relia-
bility), and greater flexibility to direct remaining energy resources to pri-
ority assets. This flexibility aided emergency response and recovery at 
Misawa Air Base in Japan when a tsunami took out electric supplies and 
behavioral approaches enabled limited fuel to be allocated to critical as-
sets (FEMP 2012). The reduced dependence on outside energy sources 
can insulate against price volatility and resource availability bottlenecks, 
and well as resupply vulnerabilities. In forward operating bases the link 
between efficiency and resilience is very strong as refueling convoys en-
dure casualties. Now that installations are recognized as the new battle-
front, supply chain vulnerabilities are part of the resilience equation. Ad-
ditionally, decreased energy loads allow for extension of shelter in place 
activities. Furthermore, energy efficiency provides reduced environmen-
tal impacts, and reduced lifecycle costs for long-term savings (Carmi-
chael and Jungclaus 2018, Ribiero et al. 2015). 
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1.3 Objective 

The objective of this effort is to gain insights into Army energy culture and 
behavioral approaches to efficiency to inform policy and procedures that 
can shift individual and organizational behavior toward energy efficiency. 

1.4 Vision for a culture of efficiency 

The proposed vision of an ideal end state for an optimal culture of effi-
ciency was guided by our research. It describes what success looks like but 
will need further development and socialization with Army leadership. It is 
presented as a candidate for discussion. 

Ideal End State:  A self-sustaining, self-correcting culture of ef-
ficiency in the Army to strengthen installation energy resilience. Bridging 
opportunity gaps in efficiency with people. 

• Saving millions for the mission. (A 14% savings on an annual $1B 
Army energy bill = $140M/ per year in estimated potential portfolio 
impact.) Even small percentage changes in the billion-dollar facility en-
ergy bill are substantial. Depending on starting conditions, behavioral 
approaches can yield 4% to 40% savings on individual buildings.* 

• Optimal resource use. Not theoretical efficiency limits but cost ef-
fective, risk appropriate levels with built-in efficiency as the default. 

• Engaged, shared ownership. Everyone deputized to assist; all em-
powered to engage their creativity, suggest innovations, and implement 
ideas to the extent practicable. 

• Action enabling policy informed by ground truth. Both top-
down and bottom-up efforts that result in sufficient adoption such that 
the culture tips to a new normal with efficiency as its fabric. 

• ALL-IN efficiency for resiliency. Including designers, building 
managers, operations and maintenance technicians, energy managers, 
leadership, and occupants. 

 
* On individual buildings, if the behavioral change is e.g., turning off the light switch when leaving a 

room, savings are closer to 4%; if the change is getting technology investments to reach their potential, 
40% is possible. We reasoned that retro-commissioning (RCx) activities are considered behavioral 
changes of equipment operators and typically yield 16% savings (Evan Mills, LBNL, 2009), and would 
apply to all buildings. Additional behavioral changes of stakeholders beyond the equipment operators, 
and changes that allow technology to reach its energy potential would be added to these impacts, so 
20% impact seems plausible. Furthermore, we assumed that 30% of energy use cannot be reduced at 
all due to mission requirements, so the portfolio savings is estimated as 20% of 70% of the annual en-
ergy bill, or 14% of $1B/yr, yielding $140M/yr savings potential across the facility portfolio. 
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1.5 Approach 

1.5.1  Tasks to accomplish project objective 

Using the energy behavior initiatives of the military already identified in a 
previous CERL project, Energy Behavior Screening Review,* this effort 
took a deeper dive into understanding the energy culture of the military 
and attempts to steer it toward greater efficiency. 

• Energy Policy Review: The effort began with a policy review that 
compiled and distilled energy policy documents that impact either the 
Army or other armed services. 

• Energy Culture Literature Review: We proceeded with a litera-
ture review that investigated and summarized publications and initia-
tives that are pertinent to military energy culture change. 

• Army Website Screening: We then conducted a website screening 
of Army installations to identify mentions of installation efficiency ef-
forts in general and behavioral efforts in particular. 

• Noblis Behavioral Study Review: Although this project had origi-
nally hoped to gain understanding from participating in the review of a 
large-scale energy behavior project conducted by Noblis for the Envi-
ronmental Security Technology Certification Program (ESTCP) (Noblis 
2018), Noblis’ project did not proceed due to significant concerns with 
energy meter data accuracy. 

• Behavioral Efficiency Methods Review: We examined behavioral 
approaches to energy efficiency to identify best practices to employ. We 
synthesized an assortment of methods into a coordinated HCEP. 

• Preliminary Energy Culture Assessment: The study proceeded 
with developing and conducting an initial assessment of Army energy 
culture through a series of interviews and questionnaires. 

• Conference Participation: Aspects of this work were presented at 
two national conferences. 

• Recommendations and Documentation: Investigation findings 
and recommendations of our efforts are summarized in this report. 

 
* Eileen T. Westervelt, Sarah A. Clark, Aaron C. Petri, and Juliana M. McMillan-Wilhoit. 2018. Army Energy 

Behavior Screening Review. Internal report to ASA(IE&E). 
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1.5.2  Methods to undertake the project tasks 

We developed our approach for the ambitious goal of understanding and 
shaping culture change for our massive organization by breaking the effort 
into pieces, getting help, working in parallel, collaborating, and systemati-
cally addressing all facility stakeholders. 

• Subdividing: We have broken our efforts into manageable tasks: 
where are we now, where do we want to go, how will we get there. 

• Getting help: We have a multidisciplinary team of helpers and advisors 
that include engineers, sustainability specialists, social scientists, active 
military and former military, people with past success in military culture 
change, Army leadership, psychologists, college professors, business ad-
ministrators, and energy behavior influencers from four countries. 

• Leveraging work of others: Especially Energy Star, Federal Energy 
Management Program (FEMP), and Army methods. 

• Working in parallel/collaborating: Leveraging and collaborating with 
complementary projects such as facility controls investigations, installa-
tions of the future, ISO 50001 Energy Management Systems demonstration 
at Fort Bragg, and Installation Energy and Water Plan (IEWP) efforts. 

• Collaborating: 
o Socializing work with many levels of Army leadership from strategy and 

policy (ASA-IE&E, OEI) to resourcing (DCS-G9), to support 
(HQUSACE) and execution (AMC/IMCOM, Fort Bragg, Fort Knox, Pre-
sidio of Monterey), as well as Army Reserves and Army National Guard 

o Networking with energy managers and energy influencers in the 
military and in industry (Energy Exchange, Building Commission-
ing Association, Behavior Energy and Climate Change, Energy Be-
havior Collaborative) 

• Systematically addressing facility stakeholders: 
o Determining lay of land (players, policies, programs, methods) with 

literature & policy review, web search, and interviews 
o Distilling behavioral methods into coordinated approach that can affect 

individual and organizational behavior to bring about culture change 
o Family of interview/surveys by stakeholder: 

* Assessing the pulse of efficiency culture (Is efficiency im-
portant? To whom? Why? Possible? How?) 

* Identifying gaps in efficiency/soliciting recommendations for 
change (Where are holes? How to fill?) 
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o Mapping efforts that support efficiency to individual stakeholders 
(Are we helping everyone?) 

o Tracking policy revisions for opportunities to steer organization to-
ward efficiency. 
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2 Findings 

2.1 Overview 

Behavioral approaches to energy efficiency provide a higher level of impact 
to facilities beyond the current status quo resulting from technology im-
plementation such as advanced controls, building envelope upgrades, and 
energy efficient equipment. The top horizontal line in Figure 2 shows a 
building’s baseline energy consumption over time. It is the high energy 
consumption line. The addition of efficient technology reduces energy con-
sumption to the middle line. Addressing the human factors further re-
duces consumption to the bottom line. However, it is the human factor, 
the behavior of people that can return consumption levels to the starting 
point, with no savings realized from the baseline. So, it is by supporting 
people to use technology effectively that the technology can have the great-
est impact so that the system as a whole can achieve and maintain the low-
est consumption levels. 

 

Figure 2.  Behavioral impact on efficiency. 

A systematic review of military and federal policy, and behavioral approaches 
from the military, academia, and industry allowed development of an in-
formed and coordinated strategy for a culture change toward efficiency. 
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2.2 Energy policy review 

The energy guidance of each of the Armed Services —Army, Air Force, and 
Navy (including the Marine Corps)— and of the Federal Government (Ta-
ble 1) recognizes that developing an informed energy culture of efficiency 
is key to reaching full potential for resilient energy operations. This work 
analyzed these guidance documents to identify the main energy culture 
themes expressed in the documents; to catalog the language related to en-
ergy culture; to establish the authority and scope of the current guidance; 
and to track those areas where an expanded understanding of behavioral 
approaches could be incorporated into future guidance as it is developed. 
The analysis identified four key themes: 

1. A mindset of energy efficiency supports mission resilience and maximizes 
effectiveness, 

2. Leadership sets the tone for organizational priorities, 
3. Stakeholders at every level must be included as collaborators in energy cul-

ture initiatives, and 
4. Ongoing education and training are critical elements for successful, sus-

tained lasting energy culture change. 

Consequently, there is ample authority from these citations to incorporate 
behavioral approaches into energy management efforts. 

Table 1.  Main Energy Culture Themes in Military and Federal Policy. 

Military or Federal Policy  
(Page[s] referencing energy culture) Main Energy Culture Themes 

Army 

1. Army Regulation (AR) 420-1 (HQDA 
2008) 
(21, 22, 50, 66, 67, 71, 79, 129) 

Energy stewardship in housing and installation residential areas 

2. Army Energy Security and Sustainability 
Strategy (ES2) (HQDA 2015) 
(3, 5, 6, 7, 11) 

Increasing energy competence and building a more resilient energy culture 
through education and training 
Lead by example: “Army leaders at all levels must make sustainability an 
integral part of our Army culture and values…the Army ethos and values are a 
foundation for executing the Army’s mission and leadership is the catalyst that 
makes the decisive difference” 
Behavioral and operational change is needed to maximize efficiencies 
Collaboration with the surrounding communities 

3. IMCOM Building Energy Monitor 
Handbook (IMCOM 2016) 
(3, 4, 6, 10) 

Establish a culture of increased energy and water stewardship by building 
relationships between assigned units, tenant organizations, service members, 
and garrison energy professionals by sharing responsibilities for their energy 
footprint and programs. 
A listing of numerous ways to reduce the energy footprint and influence energy 
culture change.  
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Military or Federal Policy  
(Page[s] referencing energy culture) Main Energy Culture Themes 

4. Installations, Energy and Environment 
Strategy (IEE) 2025 (ASA(IE&E) 2016a) 
(11) 

Lead by example and encourages us to leverage the Army culture to shape 
resource-informed behavior 

5. Department of the Army Policy 
Guidance for Installation Energy and 
Water Plans (IEWP) (ACSIM 2018) 
(16, 28, 33, 34, 36, 37, 38, 41, 42) 

Examining the behavior of occupants, operators, and other stakeholders that 
influence Energy & Water resource consumption and installation 
Identify primary ways to reduce demand by changing occupant behavior and 
optimizing O&M: 
Awareness programs, staff training, using risk-management strategies, 
stakeholder collaboration to engage individuals in energy & water delivery, 
security, and efficiency 

6. 2015 Progress Report: Army Net Zero 
Initiative (ASA(IE&E) 2015) 
(iv, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 19, 20, B.6, C.8, D.8) 

Creating a culture that recognizes the value of sustainability measured not just 
in terms of financial benefits, but in terms of the benefits to quality of life, 
relationships with local communities, the preservation of options for the Army’s 
future, and maintaining mission capability and resilience 
Changes in occupant behavior can reduce costs, thereby freeing up funds for 
other critical mission needs. Encouraging good behavior creates habits in the 
workplace that carry over to the home and fosters a sense of community 
among Soldiers and units. 

7. Multi-Domain Operations 
(x, 19, 25, C-10) 

Maximize human potential. Strong alliances and partnerships, American 
technological innovation, and a culture of performance generate decisive and 
sustained U.S. advantages. 
Incorporate human factors into campaign and operations planning, training, 
and exercises 

8. Installation Energy and Water 
Resilience Policy, Army Directive 2020-03 
(McCarthy 2020) 
(Definitions are included in Encl 2.) 
(2, Encl 2: 2, 3) 

Effective system operation through planning, personnel, and equipment to 
support critical mission requirements, where “systems operation” considers the 
personnel and procedures needed to maintain effective system operation 
including trained personnel, and operational procedures for conservation. 
Efficiency and conservation support resilience.   

Note: Army policy documents reviewed that do not include energy culture or behavior references: 
Army Installations 2025 
Energy and Water Goal Attainment Responsibility Policy for Installations 

Air Force 

8. Energy Flight Plan 2017 (SAF/IE 2017) 
(3, 10, 11, 13, 17, 21) 

Adoption of the ideas of multi-level members to address energy challenges 
Cooperation at every level, coupled with an understanding of how energy usage 
impacts every mission 
Implementation of an all-encompassing energy culture to include research, 
development, test and evaluation 
Continued initiative to increase awareness and influence the behavior of the 
people carrying out the mission to optimize our fuel consumption 

9. Air Force Instruction (AFI) 90-1701 
(SAF/IEE 2014) 
(16, 29) 

“Make energy a consideration in all we do.” 

10. 2017 Spangdahlem Air Base 
Installation Energy Plan (Spangdahlem Air 
Base 2017) 
(5, 7) 

Reducing energy waste will increase cost savings and decrease the manpower 
needed to oversee and operate energy systems. 
Infrastructure efficiency gains can be negated by humans 

Note: Air Force policy documents reviewed that do not include energy culture or behavior references: 
Air Force Policy Directive (AFPD) 90-1701 Energy Management 2016 (SAF/IEE 2014) 
Environmental Handbook: Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson (JBER 2013) 
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Military or Federal Policy  
(Page[s] referencing energy culture) Main Energy Culture Themes 

Navy 

11. Department of the Navy’s Energy 
Program for Security and Independence 
(USDON 2010.) 
(16, 17, 18, 20) 

Communication and awareness are critical to achieving the Secretary of the 
Navy’s energy goals 
Building partnerships 

Marine Corps 

12. Unit Energy Manager (UEM) 
Handbook (USMC 2105) 
(1, 11, 12) 

“Energy Ethos” 
UEM must survey, record, report Marine energy behavior and activity  

Federal 

13. Energy Independence and Security 
Act, Public Law 110-140 (EISA 2007) 
(179) 

Encourage behavior change among population served by the eligible entity 

14. Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 
2005) 
(544) 

Recommend strategies based on end user behavior change to obtain low-cost 
environmental gains 

15. DoD Directive 4180.01, DoD Energy 
Policy (DoD 2017b) 
(9) 

Educate and train personnel in valuing the energy mission 

16. National Defense Strategy (DoD 
2018) 
(4, 10, 11) 

Defense objective: Continuously delivering performance with affordability and 
speed as we change Departmental mindset, culture, and management systems 
Drive budget discipline and affordability to achieve solvency: continue to drive 
greater efficiency in procurement of materiel and services while pursuing 
opportunities to consolidate and streamline 
We must use creative approaches, make sustained investments, and be 
disciplined in execution 

Note: Federal policy documents reviewed that do not include energy culture or behavior references: 
Executive Order (EO) 13834, 2019 Efficient Federal Operations (The White House 2019) 
EO 13783, 2017 Promoting Energy Independence and Economic Growth (The White House 2017) 

2.3 Literature review 

This investigation found 19 studies directly related to military energy be-
havior (Table 2). Study topics were quite broad, ranging from direct at-
tempts to influence people’s behaviors, to the accidental finding that be-
havior matters, to theoretical studies of methods of influence, to first- or 
second-hand observational assessments, to a recommended strategy docu-
ment to embed energy stewardship in the Army culture. End uses ranged 
from residential (barracks), to commercial (administration), to industrial 
(airplane hangars) buildings; to military operations including tactical vehi-
cles, training platforms, and forward operating bases. 

These sources documented several experimental attempts, primarily fo-
cused on building occupants, to address the human dimensions of energy 
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use in military facilities (Fort Carson, Joint Base Andrews; Detroit Arse-
nal, Marine Corps Air Station New River, and Camp Lejeune). Two studies 
focused on military sites (Fort Irwin and the Oregon National Guard) that 
partnered with local utilities to acquire energy and cost savings. Several 
studies revealed that the Army’s Net Zero Installations all include occu-
pant engagement as part of their energy program. In complementary ef-
forts, the Navy has investigated behavioral methods to influence opera-
tional energy use to reduce the casualties associated with attacks on fuel 
supply convoys. All services have high-level energy awareness campaigns 
and some ground level engagement efforts. The energy culture strategy 
proposed by Science Applications International Corporation, Inc. (SAIC) 
(Entry 16 in Table 2) has substantial merit; select aspects of it are included 
in our recommendations. 

The following section summarizes key findings from this literature review, 
including a discussion of challenges encountered and strategies for suc-
cess. Table 2 lists the aspects relevant to our objective of improved facility 
energy efficiency. Several entries are amplified in section 2.3.2. 

2.3.1  Key findings 

Systematic attention to the human elements of energy use is necessary for 
efficiency outcomes. Strategies for success in military energy behavior ef-
forts included: 

• Providing information and feedback to energy users on their energy 
use (through billing or fuel gauges) 

• Giving training on recommended efficiency behaviors 
• Establishing energy champions 
• Developing a building energy monitor position description 
• Logging non-energy benefits 
• Conducting energy savings competitions 
• Disseminating multi-media information and education 
• Forming partnerships with utility efficiency programs 
• Including behavioral components in (typically Net Zero) installation efforts. 
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Challenges in energy behavior efforts included: 

• Lack of internal motivation in Soldiers 
• Insufficient leadership support 
• Highly variable occupancy in buildings (especially barracks), which 

makes savings estimates problematic 
• Suspect energy data at installations 
• Disallowance of cellular data transfer. 

Table 2.  Literature review of “energy behavior” efforts pertinent to the military. 

Effort or Study Description 
1. Fort Belvoir, VA Residential 

Efficiency Demonstration  
(Andres and Loudermilk 
2011) 

• An efficiency demonstration of residential building 
upgrades (insulation, high-performance windows, 
motion sensors and more) alongside a control building 
with no upgrades, resulted in the control building being 
the most efficient due to frugal occupant behavior 

2. United States Marine Corps 
(USMC) Truck Idling 
Intervention (Mahoney 2015) 

• Mojave Desert, CA 
• One platoon added fuel gauges to their trucks to give 

drivers feedback and reduce engine idling 40%  
3. Booz Allen Hamilton Energy 

Behavior Study with Air Force 
and Marines in Barracks, 
Administration Buildings and 
Hangars  (Michael 2015) 

• Multi-month savings competitions in barracks, 
administration, and airplane hangar buildings. Up to 
14% energy savings over multiple months. Surveys, 
interviews, and focus groups established needs and 
approach to energy behavior engagement and training 
campaigns, savings competitions, and energy 
champion program changed people’s opinions and 
actions involving energy. Developed Unit Energy 
Manager (UEM) Handbook. Working on policy to 
institute its use. 

4. University of Maryland Study 
at Joint Base Andrews, MD 
(Shen et al. 2016) 

• Residential energy feedback yielding 3-5% energy 
savings 

5. Pacific Northwest National 
Lab (PNNL) Barracks Study 
at Fort Carson, CO (Wolfe 
2014) 

• Three-month intervention in barracks buildings 
involved enhancing the Building Energy Monitor (BEM) 
role with training on walk-through audit procedures and 
on methods to support occupant behavior change 
(through reminders, compliments, feedback, and 
addressing concerns) 

• Targeted behaviors included nighttime computer 
shutdown and temperature setbacks 

• Compliance for behaviors was 24% to 64%. Energy 
savings for computers was 1% of energy for computer 
shutdown, and 1% of energy for thermostat setback 

• Other positive outcomes: occupants felt equipped with 
skills, felt personally responsible for change, believe 
energy efficiency is important, and the BEM role is 
being rewritten to be more proactive  
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Effort or Study Description 
6. 3M Study of  Barracks and 

Administration Buildings at 
Fort Bliss, TX (Erickson et al. 
2014) 

• Study terminated without completion. An ESTCP 
demonstration project on Energy Reduction through 
Real Time Electricity Monitoring and Feedback in 
barracks and administration buildings. No savings 
shown due to high variability in facility occupancy, low 
intrinsic motivation of occupants, and no leadership 
support. Cellular meter data sharing was stopped due 
to security concerns which terminated study. 

• Recommend future behavioral studies at Officer 
Candidate Schools to influence future leaders. 

7. Oregon Army National Guard 
(Gibson 1998) 

• Working with the Energy Trust of Oregon in the 
Strategic Energy Planning Program, OR 

8. Noblis ESTCP Energy 
Behavior Interventions 
Feasibility Study for Barracks 
and Administration Buildings 
(Unpublished project slide 
presentation to ESTCP 2018)  

• Effort terminated in feasibility phase. 
• Electrical energy data from hundreds of tri-service 

barracks and administrative buildings were analyzed 
for potential siting of a randomized control trial (RCT) of 
behavioral interventions. 

• Individual building data were problematic, often non-
existent, and required significant clean up. Due to the 
high variability of available data, a large sample size 
was required to show statistical significance of 
potential savings. 

• There were insufficient quantities of barracks buildings 
with acceptable data streams. The quantity of 
administrative buildings with adequate data appears to 
be sufficient for the desired study. 

• However, final recommendation was to put off the 
study indefinitely until the services get more and 
better-quality utility data. 

9. John Peter’s Master’s Thesis 
on Operational Energy in the 
Navy, Naval Postgraduate 
School, CA (2016) 

• “Factors that influence human behavior and negatively 
affect energy consumption in USMC ground units 
during operations.” 

• Peters focused on the vulnerability inherent in current 
battlefield energy requirements and usage of the 
USMC. Information provided from service member 
reports of field conditions. Technical strategies to 
decrease this vulnerability factor are not sufficient due 
to a lack of both human behavior considerations and 
integration. 

• Energy behavior inefficiencies: (1) employment of 
generators well below their design capacity, 
(2) environmental control units, (3) vehicles. 

• To combat the energy inefficiencies that occur due to 
these behaviors, Peters suggests strategies to improve 
the behavior of the individual to maximize the 
efficiency of the organization: (1) training and 
education, (2) policy and planning, (3) leadership, and 
(4) communication. 
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Effort or Study Description 
10. Eric Rollman’s Master’s 

Thesis on Facility Energy in 
the Air Force, USMC 
Command and Staff College, 
VA (2016) 

• Energy Culture in the Air Force: Installation Energy 
Management Reorganization 

• Programmatic reorganization will positively influence 
energy culture change in the Air Force 

• A focus on the social aspect of the energy efficiency 
landscape will offer “lasting change and energy 
success” 

• Leadership is a critical pivot point at different levels of 
the chain of command to introduce and reinforce 
positive change 

11. Russell Gibson’s Master’s 
Thesis on Facility Energy in 
the Army, U.S. Army 
Command and Staff College, 
KS (1998) 

• “Energy Behavior Change and Army Net Zero Energy: 
Gaps in the Army's Approach to Changing Energy 
Behavior” Energy Behavior and Net Zero efforts 

• Energy behavior not part of Army mission, not priority 
• Energy culture assessments needed 
• Behavior research needed 
• Need to articulate link between operational and facility 

energy 
12. Fort Irwin Electric Demand 

Response (ASA(IE&E) 2015) 
• Fort Irwin partnered with their local utility, Southern 

California Edison to minimize power use during specific 
times 

• The installation informed personnel of each event 
using social media 

• The outcome that year, and each subsequent year, has 
been at least a $52,000 billing credit and $1.7M in 
avoided electricity costs  

13. Detroit Arsenal, MI 
Commander’s Energy 
Conservation Cup (ASA(IE&E) 
2015) 

• The competition consisted of 14 buildings tracking 
monthly energy consumption over a six-month period 
with consumption compared to the same period from 
the previous year 

• During the first 6 months, a total of $72,000 was 
saved. The first-place building saved over 17% from the 
previous year. 

14. U.S. Army Garrison Benelux 
Awareness Campaign in 
Schools (ASA(IE&E) 2015) 

• A school awareness campaign included student 
drawing contests and training for teachers on energy 
and water conservation, which resulted in a cost 
savings over one year of $6,720. 

15. Fort Riley, KS Residential 
Program (ASA(IE&E) 2015) 

• Smart meters provided water data to help inform 
residents about reducing water use 

• Overall, the program showed an 8% savings in monthly 
water use. 
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Effort or Study Description 
16. The Proposed Change 

Strategy by SAIC to Embed 
Energy Stewardship into the 
Army’s Culture (Sweeney and 
Horner 2012) 

• Primary focus operational energy 
• Culture change from energy consumers to energy 

stewards to enhance Army’s ability to accomplish core 
mission 

• Objectives: mindset of energy as critical enabler, using 
energy wisely, empowering creativity and adaptability, 
sharing methods, applying stewardship to personal life 

• This effort was elevated to high-level Army leadership 
(Chief of Staff Gen. Casey in 2012),* but was not 
prioritized, and relegated to G-4 Logistics Operational 
Energy to pursue 

• Recommends an exclusively top-down approach. Very 
high-level leadership engagement essential for success 

• Critical Gap in previous efforts is wrong lead on effort. 
Delegation of lead is ineffective 

17. Naval Postgraduate School 
Operational Energy (Salem 
and Gallenson 2014) 

• “A Study of Human Behavior & Operational Energy, 
Analysis and Recommendations for the Marine Corps 
to Increase its Operational Reach” 

• Observations and interviews with Marines in field 
exercises 

• Problem: operational energy use is a vulnerability 
because supply chains endure casualties 

• Many factors impact energy use, but human behavior 
was the focus 

• Findings: need integration of efficiency behaviors into 
energy use behaviors; roles and attitudes are 
important, energy reduction requires revising the 
structure of training exercises, increasing 
accountability for fuel use, strengthening leadership 
role, improving fuel planning, developing information 
systems, increasing usability of support systems 

• To change behavior: align with the organizational 
objectives and values; take a portfolio approach 
looking at the full life cycle of equipment; engage 
stakeholders 

• Study recommendations: attack the problem 
holistically; take a lifestyle approach; actively manage 
the change over time 

 
* Phone call with Patrick Sweeney, 4 November 2019, re: Sweeney and Horner (2012). 
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Effort or Study Description 
18. Carolina Health Care Study 

(Cowan 2016) 
• Not a military site, but a large institutional organization 

with high variability in load profiles  (40 hospitals, 400 
clinics) that applied behavioral approaches for 
efficiency 

• Top level leadership showed strong support 
• Provided multiple levels of training to equipment 

operators 
• Incentivized efficiency for equipment operators (both 

in-house and contracted) 
• Provided pre-approved upgrade list for equipment 

operators 
• Establish tracking of HVAC system control changes 
• Conducted in-depth interviews with leadership 
• Conducted surveys with equipment operators at 

regularly scheduled meetings which lead to high 
response rate 

• Tailored solutions required at individual sites, no single 
solution, but a continuous improvement process  

19. Army War College Climate 
Change Report (2019) 

• “Implications of Climate Change for the U.S. Army” 
• Behavioral insights: 
• Army lacks a culture of environmental stewardship, not 

part of operational mission which focuses on the ends 
(of domination) but not the means (environmental 
impact) 

• Cultural change is a senior leader responsibility and a 
long-term endeavor 

• Army hierarchical culture resists suggestions from 
lower ranking individuals 

• Recommendations: 
• Incorporate environmental stewardship into formal 

mission statements and messaging 
• Invest in operational simulators and alternative energy 

or energy efficient training platforms 
• Use efficiency technologies in facilities 
• Institute energy accountability metrics and meaningful 

incentives (such as game room in barracks) 
• Re-energize the Senior Energy and Sustainability 

Council (SESC) of Colonels. Add high visibility 
coordination meetings   
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2.3.2  Energy behavior literature review highlights 

2.3.2.1  Booz Allen Hamilton energy behavior study with Air Force and 
Marines (2016) 

Booz Allen Hamilton managed and evaluated energy behavior campaigns 
with the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Marine Corps in 2016. 

For the “I am Air Force Energy” campaign, the team conducted focus 
groups, surveys, and energy manager interviews and found that a majority 
of those surveyed thought that energy impacted their work “slightly” or 
“not at all.” 

Booz Allen developed a campaign that placed Airmen at the center of the 
initiative, used personal stories, and personalized fuel and energy use. Af-
ter communications outreach, leadership engagement, and energy savings 
competitions, a post-survey revealed 68% of the 70,000 Airmen who re-
called the campaign took an energy efficient action. 

After focus groups, stakeholder interviews, and Marine Corps-wide sur-
veys, the “Marine Corps Energy Ethos” behavior change program found 
that communication must be data-driven and simple, must hold Marines 
accountable, must be tied to the mission, and must be personal. 

As part of a FEMP award-winning installation energy program, the team 
launched a strategic communications campaign entitled “You Have the 
Power.” The campaign distributed posters, tip sheets, and point of interac-
tion stickers. It developed a champions program called the “Unit Energy 
Manager (UEM) Program.” The program used a variety of policy, hand-
books, leadership engagement, and grassroots outreach. It developed and 
executed time-bound, measurable Energy Efficiency Initiatives (EEIs) at 
Marine Corps Air Station New River, North Carolina (MCAS New River), 
that functioned as pilot activities to various engagement techniques in-
cluding gamification and routine facility walkthroughs. Individual EEIs 
within the units (at buildings including administrative offices, barracks, 
and hangars) at MCAS New River yielded energy savings of up to 14% in 
participating unit facilities over multi-month periods. 
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After communications engagement, implementing the UEM program, and 
sharing energy use data, a post-survey found that 75% of the Marines who 
recalled the campaign took an energy efficient action. 

For both the Air Force and Marine Corps initiatives, the main takeaways 
for implementing behavior change were to: 

1. Incorporate institutional context 
2. Gain leadership buy-in 
3. Develop partnerships 
4. Leverage existing materials 
5. Repeat the message. 

2.3.2.2  3M™ Study at barracks and administrative buildings, Fort Bliss, TX 
(Erickson et al. 2014) 

The 3M™ study examined if providing real time electrical use feedback to 
building occupants and facility managers would result in decreased energy 
use savings. At Fort Bliss, current transformers (CT) were installed on cir-
cuits in 14 barracks buildings at Fort Bliss and 13 work buildings at the 
309th Aerospace Maintenance and Regeneration Group. Measurements 
from the CTs were transmitted via local gateways and cell phone networks 
to a cloud-based software platform. This fully integrated set of hardware 
and software is referred to as the 3M™ Energy Analyzer. Electrical usage in-
formation was displayed in various formats on a web-based application that 
could be viewed by building occupants. Representative examples of data 
formats include charts and graphs for facility managers and competitive 
leaderboards for barracks residents” (Erickson et al. 2014: ix). Furthermore, 
the 3M™ study participants were divided into a control group and an exper-
imental group after baseline data were collected for both groups. 

Findings indicated: “No difference in behavioral based energy reduction 
was observed between the experimental group and the control group. Sev-
eral factors contributed to this result including high occupant variability 
due to field deployments, lack of intrinsic motivation among the resident 
population, and low levels of support from the chain of command to in-
clude extrinsic motivators in the study. One of the significant non-control-
lable variables was barracks occupancy level. Uncontrolled occupancy lev-
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els resulting from unexpected field deployments caused highly unpredicta-
ble data patterns and eventually caused termination of the study before 
completion” (Erickson et al. 2014; ix). Unfortunately, in regard to the in-
stalled metering system, the planned energy use experiment could not be 
conducted due to an Operational Security (OPSEC) related shutdown of 
the system. However, even though full performance objectives for the 
study could not be fully met, the authors expressed the belief that this 
study could inform future work in the following ways: 

• The metering technology was reliable and was easy to install and com-
mission. 

• The technology is sensitive to changes in electrical use as demonstrated 
during occupant deployments, during reduced energy allocations, and 
in correlation to ambient temperatures. 

• Single Soldier barracks residents have little intrinsic motivation to 
change their electricity use behavior. 

• Stronger command hierarchy support is likely required to produce en-
ergy saving behavioral changes in the barracks population. 

• Access to data is not the only necessary component of a successful be-
havioral energy reduction effort. 

• Engagement and commitment from upper level leadership was an im-
plementation issue, so the authors suggest that “ESCTP should con-
sider conducting future studies at Officer Candidate Schools where the 
future leaders of our military are being trained to understand the en-
ergy security issues.”* 

2.3.2.3  John Peters’ master’s thesis on USMC ground units during operations 
(2016) 

Peters’ thesis, Factors That Influence Human Behavior and Negatively 
Affect Energy Consumption in USMC Ground Units during Operations, 
focused on the vulnerability inherent in current battlefield energy require-
ments and usage of the USMC. The author argues that technical strategies 
to decrease this vulnerability factor are not sufficient due to a lack of both 
human behavior considerations and integration. The data were sourced 
from “reports of the real-world operational environment of Afghanistan in 
addition to USMC training exercises taking place in the desert regions of 
the southwest United States and the tropical areas of Southeast Asia that 

 
* Environmental Security Technology Certification Program (ESTCP) 
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captured the employment of energy producing and consuming devices as 
well as related user behaviors” (Peters 2016:17). The textual analysis of 
this body of work revealed behavior trends that indicated that the human 
element is a responsible factor in a number of energy inefficiencies. 

This analysis uncovered three main areas in which behavior played a 
prominent role in energy inefficiencies (Peters 2016:33-39): 

1. Employment of generators well below their design capacity: Inadequate 
power planning and power distribution, excess equipment, and failure to 
use subject matter experts. 

2. Environmental control units: Poor awareness of the impact that practices 
have on energy expenditures, and inattention of leadership. 

3. Vehicles: Lack of confidence in equipment, perception of plenty, poor un-
derstanding of the impact idling has on fuel consumption, and incidental 
operators. 

To resolve the energy inefficiencies that occur due to these behaviors, Pe-
ters suggests the following strategies to improve the behavior of the indi-
vidual to maximize the efficiency of the organization (Peters 2016:41-43): 

• Training and Education: Knowledge of the importance of the energy ef-
ficiency (education) and the vehicle by which this is communicated to 
audiences (training) is critical for both short- and long-term change. 

• Policy and Planning: “The use of Marine Corps utility officers and 
chiefs during mission planning and execution, combined with imple-
mentation of unit level SOPs regarding energy use behaviors is likely to 
yield measurable improvements in operational energy efficiencies 
without adversely impacting mission effectiveness” (42). 

• Leadership: All levels of leadership must be integrated in any energy 
saving strategy so that Marines are continuously informed of the im-
portance of sound and efficient energy practices, led by example, and 
responsibility and accountability are maintained (43). 

• Communication: A feedback loop is necessary to adequately communi-
cate impacts of change. 
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The author also recommends the following actions, deemed appropriate 
for the organization, for consideration: 

• Schoolhouse training and education of energy-related behaviors. 
• Train as you fight. 
• Develop unit level SOPs for energy efficient practices. 

2.3.2.4  Eric Rollman’s master’s thesis on Air Force energy culture (2016) 

Rollman’s main focus in his theoretical thesis work, Energy Culture in the 
Air Force: Installation Energy Management Reorganization, is centered 
on people and, more broadly, programmatic reorganization that will posi-
tively influence energy culture change in the Air Force. 

For example, Rollman suggests that 

The Air Force must reorganize the installation level energy program, 
moving the base energy manager to the Air Force command level office 
(Wing Staff), and empower the base energy manager with the authority 
and personal systems approach skills to influence an energy culture 
change at the installation level. 

A focus on the social aspect of the energy efficiency landscape, he argues, 
will offer “lasting change and energy success” (Rollman 2012: iii). More 
specifically, leadership is a critical pivot point at different levels of the 
chain of command to introduce and reinforce positive change and is 
primed to use the unique, hierarchical, highly technical culture of the 
USAF to influence this positive change. 

2.3.2.5  Russell Gibson’s master’s thesis on Army energy behavior and 
installation net zero efforts (1998) 

The theoretical approach Gibson outlines in his thesis, Energy Behavior 
Change and Army Net Zero Energy; Gaps in the Army's Approach to 
Changing Energy Behavior, echoes that of Rollman’s, but is situated in 
the Army domain rather than the Air Force, specifically Army net zero in-
stallations. The research is guided by two levels of research questions: 
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Primary Research Question: 

What gaps exist in the current Army approach to accomplish the behav-
ioral and resulting cultural change required to meet Army net zero goals? 

Secondary Research Questions: 

What change model should the Army apply and how? 

How should the Army institute organizational changes that will bring 
about the required behavioral changes required to meet net zero energy 
goals? What particular changes are required? What lessons can we learn 
and apply from other government agencies, service branches, and the pri-
vate sector? How can the Army implement this change when it is not the 
primary mission, therefore not seen as a priority throughout the force? 

Unfortunately, empirical observations were not conducted due to time 
constraints and installation access. However, following a review of the “lit-
erature on change in general and case studies of other cultural change in 
the Army as well as throughout the military and in the private sector” 
(Gibson 2014:8), Gibson offers several theoretical recommendations (Gib-
son 2014:89-91): 

• The Army assess its energy culture by conducting assessments organi-
zation wide as well as at individual installations to determine members’ 
attitudes about energy and conservation. 

• With a clearer understanding of its culture, the Army continue to con-
duct research on energy behavior to the extent practical. 

• The Army needs to create a better link between operational energy and 
installation energy and both ultimately to energy security for the Army 
and our nation. 

• Saving energy is a full-time mission! 

2.3.2.6  The proposed change strategy by SAIC to embed energy stewardship 
into Army culture (2012) 

• Objectives: Mindset of energy as critical enabler, using energy wisely, 
empowering creativity and adaptability, sharing methods, applying 
stewardship to personal life. 
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• This effort was elevated to high-level Army leadership (Chief of Staff 
Gen. Casey in 2012),* but was not prioritized, and relegated to G-4 Lo-
gistics Operational Energy to pursue. 

• Recommends an exclusively top-down approach. Very high-level lead-
ership engagement essential for success: Secretary of the Army 
(SECARMY) and Chief of Staff of Army (CSA), and Sergeant Major of 
the Army (SMA) not logistician led efforts leveraging technology. 

• Critical gap in previous efforts is wrong lead on effort. Delegation of 
lead is ineffective. 

• Establish guiding coalition of Army leadership to develop tactics. 
• Long-term (7 to 10-yr) effort with top-driven focus, enthusiasm, re-

sources, and persistence reinforcement. Extensive list of embedding 
mechanisms: metrics, accountability including command assessments 
and personnel performance assessments, energy allocation budgets 
with consequences (savings or fines), acronyms, symbols, widespread 
reporting, After Action Reviews, personalized storytelling, operational 
energy planning tool, training, awards, savings competitions, multi-
media communications, skill identifiers, certifications, recruiting, rites 
and rituals, leveraging Army values and Warrior Ethos, efficient facility 
design, equipment controls, identification of influential stakeholders 
(including congressmen). 

• Recommends analysis of resistance (common causes:  ambivalence, neg-
ative impact on interests, attachment to old culture, rigid perspectives, 
clashes with values, breach of personal compact, insufficient need, ex-
cessive change, disagreement with methods, perceived efficacy) and 
methods to address: communication, involvement, facilitation and sup-
port, negotiation, manipulation, and coercion as last resort. 

• Recommends characteristics of vision statement: simple, inspirational, 
realistic, guidance with flexibility, aligns with values, concise. 

• Authors are social scientists. 
• Does not mention inclusion of installation facility support/ resource 

management personnel. 
• Mr. Kidd was reviewer of report (as DASA E&S) (Sweeney and Horner 

2012). 

 
* Phone call with Patrick Sweeney, 4 November 2019, re: Sweeney and Horner (2012). 
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Note: The CERL research team believes this approach has substantial 
merit. However, we advise that it be combined with the recommenda-
tions of this report, which include both top-down and bottom-up ef-
forts, the full spectrum of stakeholders (especially installation facility 
support), and the collective wisdom of Army personnel. 

2.4 Army website screening 

A screening of 50 Army installation websites was conducted to uncover 
other energy saving and energy culture programs. Twenty-three of these 
sites had applicable content that is provided in Table 3. 

Broad themes that emerged from these locations are: 

1. Very few installations are reporting on the inclusion of energy culture con-
siderations within energy saving programs. Net zero installations were the 
most active in adopting behavioral approaches. 

2. Energy savings impacts are often not listed on the websites. 
3. Knowing which installations are conducting innovative energy saving pro-

grams is helpful to note in order to build partnerships. 
4. Community engagement, though lacking in common practice, was impact-

ful when employed. 

Table 3.  Review of Army energy efficiency programs posted on their websites. 

Installation Existing Programs 

1. Anniston Army 
Depot, AL 

• “Reducing our tracks,” a general environmental protection program 
• Sept 2018-Turbine processes shop going green  

2. Fort Rucker, AL • Utility Energy Service Contracts (UESC) Projects to reduce utility 
costs and meet energy consumption goals. Examples include the 
installation of a central chilled water loop, chiller plant 
modernization, direct digital control systems for heating and cooling 
systems, and heat recovery chillers 

• The Hatch Stagefield photovoltaic array supplies excess power over 
their needs and allows Fort Rucker to sell power back to Alabama 
Power at their avoided cost. The project has taken Hatch to net zero 
for electricity 

• Alabama Power completed the installation of 90-acre photovoltaic 
array with a rated capacity of 10.6 Megawatts 

• Exterior LED lighting across post 
• Fort Rucker used 115.79 MMBTU/KSF of electricity in FY 2003 

compared 87.51 MMBTU/KSF in FY16, a 25% reduction 
• Water intensity has had a steady reduction over the last several 

years 
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Installation Existing Programs 

3. Fort Huachuca, 
AZ 

• Entered into a contract with Schneider electric to establish a 
collection of energy saving projects: 
https://www.myheraldreview.com/news/business/fort-huachuca-
unveils-new-power-plant-project/article_d18c93fe-54e9-11e8-b56f-
63d218981e49.html 

4. Fort Irwin, CA • Fort Irwin solar project 

5. *Sierra Army 
Depot, CA 

• Net zero pilot installation 

6. *Fort Hunter 
Liggett, CA 

• Net zero pilot installation 

7. Presidio of 
Monterey, CA 

• Directorate of Public Works (DPW) Energy conservation 
brochure/video 

• Active energy manager 
• Intermittently enforced BEM program 

8. *Fort Carson, CO • Net zero pilot installation 

9. Fort Benning, GA • BEM handbook posted in “sustainability” (But BEM website not 
functioning) 

• Community outreach programs (no details posted) 
• “Living Green” tips page 
• Tech: Windtronics, 30-megawatt solar project, compressed natural 

gas station 

10. Fort Gordon, GA • Partnership: http://griffitheng.com/portfolio-items/fort-gordon-
energy-efficient-upgrades/ 

11. Fort Stewart, GA • Email survey to gauge Army housing 
• DPW/O&M page, has an FAQ to engage the occupant, tenant 
• Solar panels 

12. Fort Shaffer/ 
Schofield 
Barracks/ 
Pohakuloa 
Training Area/ 
Wheeler Army 
Airfield, HI  

• Energy conservation FAQs 
• BEM/ UECO training on site 
• Videos that could relate to energy culture were listed  but no links 

were provided 
• Sustainability tips  

13. *Fort Detrick, 
MD 

• Informative site 
• Net zero pilot installation 
• “Responsible Detrick” energy conservation awareness program 
• BEM program, outlined in Fort Detrick reg 11-27 and the BEM 

handbook 
• Incentive awards program (customers are encouraged to submit 

suggestions) 
• https://mybaseguide.com/news/178-

56234/fort_detrick_sustainable_energy_projects_help_Army_garner_award 

https://mybaseguide.com/news/178-56234/fort_detrick_sustainable_energy_projects_help_army_garner_award
https://mybaseguide.com/news/178-56234/fort_detrick_sustainable_energy_projects_help_army_garner_award
https://mybaseguide.com/news/178-56234/fort_detrick_sustainable_energy_projects_help_army_garner_award
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Installation Existing Programs 

14. U.S. Military 
Academy West 
Point, NY 

• West Point energy council  

15. Fort Bragg, NC • No energy initiatives listed on main site, but 
sustainablefortbragg.com is a very informative site (through DPW 
but not “Army endorsed”): 

• The Green Boot Program 
• The BEM Program 
• Awareness initiatives 
• Community events 

16. Fort Sill, OK • “You Have the Power” 
• All links to events 2012 and before 
• Facilities manager handbook (like the BEM) 

17. Fort Sam 
Houston, TX 

• Community partnerships: 
http://www.jbsa.mil/News/News/Article/1058825/partnership-helps-jbsa-
understand-the-uses-of-microgrid-technology/ 

• Engagement: http://www.jbsa.mil/News/News/Article/1394447/go-
green-for-the-holidays/  

18. Fort Hood, TX • Link (at the bottom of the main page) to net zero (but at the 
moment focuses on trash): https://www.hood.Army.mil/NetZero/ 

• Note: The energy management is located in DPW under 
environmental (not O&M), 

• 2015: Hybrid renewable energy project and vehicle to grid initiative: 
http://kdhnews.com/fort_hood_herald/across_the_fort/Army-official-
views-fort-hood-s-energy-initiatives/article_6d6742f4-2506-11e5-ac8c-
d309a4a0f901.html 

19. *Fort Bliss, TX • See Net Zero Final Environmental Impact Statement Report, 
sections 2-1 and 2-3 mention energy behavior change. Recommend 
awareness, training, and mock billing to change behavior. 

20. Fort AP Hill, VA • Projects include the installation of an exterior finish and insulation 
system on 10 transient training barracks; replacement of fuel oil-
fired hot water boilers and split system air-conditioning units in 
three dining facilities with more efficient and cleaner hybrid 
systems; and the installation of high-efficient windows in training 
support buildings 

21. Fort Lee, VA • Installed variable exhaust hoods 
• Installation of the Future: 

https://www.Army.mil/article/209859/fort_lee_energy_manageme
nt_system_harbinger_to_installation_of_the_future 

• Made significant changes in how they operate the buildings through 
increased controls and retrofits 

http://www.jbsa.mil/News/News/Article/1058825/partnership-helps-jbsa-understand-the-uses-of-microgrid-technology/
http://www.jbsa.mil/News/News/Article/1058825/partnership-helps-jbsa-understand-the-uses-of-microgrid-technology/
http://www.jbsa.mil/News/News/Article/1058825/partnership-helps-jbsa-understand-the-uses-of-microgrid-technology/
http://www.jbsa.mil/News/News/Article/1394447/go-green-for-the-holidays/
http://www.jbsa.mil/News/News/Article/1394447/go-green-for-the-holidays/
http://www.jbsa.mil/News/News/Article/1394447/go-green-for-the-holidays/
https://www.hood.army.mil/NetZero/
https://www.hood.army.mil/NetZero/
http://kdhnews.com/fort_hood_herald/across_the_fort/army-official-views-fort-hood-s-energy-initiatives/article_6d6742f4-2506-11e5-ac8c-d309a4a0f901.html
http://kdhnews.com/fort_hood_herald/across_the_fort/army-official-views-fort-hood-s-energy-initiatives/article_6d6742f4-2506-11e5-ac8c-d309a4a0f901.html
http://kdhnews.com/fort_hood_herald/across_the_fort/army-official-views-fort-hood-s-energy-initiatives/article_6d6742f4-2506-11e5-ac8c-d309a4a0f901.html
http://kdhnews.com/fort_hood_herald/across_the_fort/army-official-views-fort-hood-s-energy-initiatives/article_6d6742f4-2506-11e5-ac8c-d309a4a0f901.html
https://www.army.mil/article/209859/fort_lee_energy_management_system_harbinger_to_installation_of_the_future
https://www.army.mil/article/209859/fort_lee_energy_management_system_harbinger_to_installation_of_the_future
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Installation Existing Programs 

22. Joint Base Lewis-
McChord, WA 

• Green Living videos produced at Joint Base Lewis-McChord, Wash. 
Including: (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=catuXyVRZoY) which 
had 291 views 

• Focused on what the programs at JBLM were 
• Units battle for sustainability, 10 k in grants to Morale, Welfare and 

Recreation (MWR) fund for meeting sustainability goals. 
(https://www.airforcemedicine.af.mil/MTF/Joint-Base-Lewis-
McChord/News-Events/Article/767386/jblm-units-battle-for-
sustainability/) 

23. Fort McCoy, WI • Fort McCoy achieved significant reduction in water consumption of 
27% from fiscal year 2015 to fiscal year 2016. Michael Miller, 
Russell Sanborn, Emmet Peterson, Robert Thompson, and Brad 
Noth, led major efforts that contributed to this feat including 
changes to irrigation patterns, replacement of 1940s-era water 
mains, synchronization of fire flow testing with annual distribution 
system flushing, and plumbing fixture retrofits. Additionally, close 
monitoring and maintenance of the chlorine residual in the potable 
water system enabled Fort McCoy to reduce annual costs 
associated with disinfection chemicals by 75%, compared to other 
municipalities in the state. 

• Support the IMCOM Service Culture Initiative. Part of their Strategic 
Plan is “Stewardship of Fort McCoy's fiscal and natural resources, 
energy, and environment is imperative.”  

*Net Zero Installation 

2.5 Noblis energy behavior study review 

In 2018, Noblis, funded by ESTCP, initiated a large-scale, tri-service experi-
mental project to test a small set of energy behavior intervention strategies 
through a structured randomized control trial (RCT) (the gold standard ap-
proach for gauging social science impact). The effort examined the two larg-
est classes of buildings in the DoD: unaccompanied housing and offices. 
These facility types, which exist on every installation, account for almost a 
third of DoD’s facility footprint. They also represent two classes or types of 
buildings where there is an expectation that behavioral interventions can be 
effective at reducing energy consumption. The results were expected to pro-
vide guidance and evidence of the optimal approaches for military facilities 
with realistic cost and return on investment estimates. However, the project 
was stopped during the feasibility analysis due to major inconsistences in 
energy data. Noblis observed that energy data needed greater integrity and 
reliability before a large-scale trial could yield valid results. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=catuXyVRZoY
https://www.airforcemedicine.af.mil/MTF/Joint-Base-Lewis-McChord/News-Events/Article/767386/jblm-units-battle-for-sustainability/
https://www.airforcemedicine.af.mil/MTF/Joint-Base-Lewis-McChord/News-Events/Article/767386/jblm-units-battle-for-sustainability/
https://www.airforcemedicine.af.mil/MTF/Joint-Base-Lewis-McChord/News-Events/Article/767386/jblm-units-battle-for-sustainability/
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The Noblis analysis found that significant energy data massaging was 
needed before observations could be made, and deemed their proposed ex-
periment impractical. They also found that Army energy data were espe-
cially problematic and observed that Army electrical energy use intensity 
(EUI) for administration buildings appeared to be three times that of both 
the other services and the national mean consumption found in the civil-
ian Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS), and the 
Army’s electrical EUI for barracks buildings appeared to be seven times 
that of the other services. Noblis concluded that the Army data were inva-
lid and unusable (see Figures 3 and 4). 

Figure 3.  Army Admin Building Electric EUI apparently 3X CBECS and other services. 
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Figure 4.  Army Barracks Electric EUI Apparently 7 X Other Services. 

 

Our research team is not convinced that Army energy data across hun-
dreds of facilities is all invalid and is intrigued that these results might sig-
nal very significant savings opportunities to improve efficiencies. We rec-
ommend additional investigation into the integrity of Army meter data, 
and investigation of the existing facility operations that result in wide-
spread intense energy consumption. It may be that there are meter multi-
pliers that were incorrectly applied, or that the needs and mission of the 
Army are not comparable to the other services or the civilian population. 

Furthermore, we expect that, although the energy data of the collective 
military may not be ready to a large-scale experiment, there are many les-
sons that can and should be learned from smaller scale behavioral demon-
strations and will propel us toward our energy resiliency goals. 
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2.6 Behavioral methods review 

2.6.1  Collected best practices 

A review of behavioral approaches to improving energy efficiency in the 
military, government, academia and private industry revealed an assort-
ment of applicable insights and approaches that have been synthesized 
into an overall process presented below. 

The recommended HCEP (Figure 5), is based on a continuous improve-
ment cycle with a supporting organizational framework. Continuous im-
provement is an ongoing, iterative effort of gradual increases in effective-
ness used to achieve goals. The continuous improvement cycle is used and 
recommended by many organizations and programs including Energy 
Star, the Installation Strategic Sustainability Plan (ISSP), the Installation 
Energy and Water Management Plans, the ISO 50001 Energy Manage-
ment Systems Standard, as well as the Army’s After Action Report (AAR). 

The supporting organizational framework (Step 4 in Figure 5) includes a 
holistic approach that supports both human and technical aspects of effi-
ciency, which incorporates the full spectrum of stakeholders with shared 
ownership in the outcome (source: Michael Martel, U.S. Army), and uses 
adaptive problem solving (source: U.S. Army) to allow for adjustments to 
organization and situational conditions. Within this framework, energy-
related behavior at both the individual and organizational level is first as-
sessed, and then addressed using the collective wisdom of stakeholders 
and established methods of behavior influence. These methods include 
FEMP’s recommended evidenced-based principals that effect organiza-
tional change. A key feature of the recommended HCEP is that individual 
and organizational behaviors are addressed simultaneously and through-
out the process to optimize effectiveness. 

Figure 5 schematically illustrates the recommended HCEP. Table 4 lists 
and describes each step in detail, including the FEMP evidenced-based or-
ganizational change principals and other influence methods. 
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Figure 5.  Human-centered efficiency process (HCEP) schematic. 

 

Notes: 

a Sample Tactics to Support People (collective wisdom): 
• Installation specific design guide 
• Retain savings from efficiency at installations 
• Facility operator coaching 
• Community of practice for energy behavior 
• Mock billing 

b FEMP Evidenced-Based Methods for 
Change: 
• Social Network & Communication 
• Multiple Motivations 
• Leadership 
• Commitment 
• Information & Feedback 
• Infrastructure 
• Social Empowerment 

c Additional Behavior Influences: 
• Addressing Cognitive Biases 
• Overcoming Resistance 
• Partnerships 
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Table 4.  Details of Human-Centered Efficiency Process. 

Best Practice Details Methods 

A. Employ Human-Centered Efficiency Process 

Step 1: Commit to Objectives 
 • Engage with Army ethos, values, executive 

orders, Army and federal policy, resiliency 
needs, etc. 

 

Step 2: Form a Broad-Spectrum Team 

 • The full spectrum of people involved with the 
life of a facility (e.g., designer, construction 
team, commissioning authority, 
administrator, equipment operator, building 
occupant) affect operations, and have 
insights to share, and should be engaged in 
plans to improve operations 

 

Step 3: Set Goals 

 • Describe desired outcomes to allow 
formulation of approach and focus 

• Make specific, measurable, and verifiable 
• Establish metrics:  Quantitative and 

qualitative aspects of movement toward 
goal 

• Examples: energy and cost impacts, improved 
comfort, increased equipment life, attitudes 
toward facility energy, understanding of the 
connection between energy and mission 
requirements, awareness of energy efficient 
best practices, and knowledge of how to use 
energy efficient technologies 

Step 4: Establish Organizational Framework for Success 

4a. Continuous 
Improvement 

• An ongoing effort focused on gradual 
increases in effectiveness and/or efficiency 

• Employ Plan-Do-Check-Adjust Cycle with 
iterations 

• Institute leadership review for gravitas, 
visibility, support 

• Be a learning organization 
• Establish web of involvement so no single 

point of failure  

• Think long term (several years) from the start, 
need to allow people to form new habits, and 
establish new ways of doing business 

• Build on existing continuous improvement 
processes: 

• Energy Star Energy Management Process 
• Installation Strategic Sustainability Plan (ISSP) 
• Installation Energy and Water Management  

Plans 
• ISO 50001 Energy Management Systems 
• After Action Report (AAR) 

4b. Holistic Approach • An approach that supports both the human 
and technological elements of energy 
efficiency to improve facility performance 

• Need to look beyond purely technical 
solutions to achieve and maintain results 

 

4c. Shared 
Ownership 

• A collaborative, team-based approach where 
multidisciplinary stakeholders are invested 
in the outcome, and are empowered to 
contribute to and take ownership of specific 
pieces of a larger-scale effort 

• The Commander’s Intent process instills 
collective ownership of the mission 

4d. Adaptive Problem 
Solving 

• Results oriented, willing to change course if 
progress not occurring 

• Recognizes that unforeseen changes will 
occur and require changes in thinking 

• The Commander’s Intent process encourages 
evolution of thought as circumstances evolve 
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Best Practice Details Methods 

Step 5: Assess Energy Behavior 

5a. Organizational 
Behavior 

• Sum of Rules, Roles, and Tools (RRT) • Review the building technology, the 
interactions of people with that technology 
and the processes supporting efficient 
choices and actions. 

• Review interplay of organizational and 
individual behavior. Are RRT informed by 
actual activities that are taking place (ground 
truth)? Does policy enable individual action?  

i. Review Rules • The formal and informal rules that affect 
workplace behavior (laws, policies, 
requirements, procedures, norms) 

• Ask: What are the policies, procedures, and 
norms (informal rules) that support the 
present behaviors and the encouragement 
methods that apply? 

• Establish supporting policy, institute 
procedures, foster norms 

• Set goals, create position descriptions, 
institute performance standards, reporting 
requirements, training requirements, change 
organizational structure, add budget lines to 
support initiatives, articulate values 

ii. Review Roles • The people within an organization who are 
important to achieving and maintaining 
efficiency goals 

• Ask: What/whose behavior matters with 
regard to a given issue? What needs to 
change? Can goal be achieved through 
targeted groups or everyone’s behavior? 

• Establish roles with accountability and 
expectations, position descriptions 

• Engage those with leadership, authority, 
resources, and influence for necessary buy-in 
first 

• Multiple levels engaged for organizational 
change 

iii. Review Tools • Employ supporting infrastructure 
(technologies, processes, and systems) to 
meet needs 

• Ask: What technologies, processes, and 
systems are in place or needed to support 
desired behaviors and outcomes? 

• Resources (money, people, materials, time), 
training, references, systems 

• Revise maintenance practices, standard 
operating procedures (e.g., timely response to 
comfort complaints), retro-commissioning, 
efficiency requirements in purchasing, 
equipment settings, occupant responsive 
technology 

5b. Individual 
Behavior 

• Product of Ability, Motivation, Opportunity 
(AMO) 

• Review the building technology, the 
interactions of people with that technology, 
and the processes supporting efficient 
choices and actions. 

• Check that all three factors are in place; any 
factor missing yields no action. 

• Review interplay of organizational and 
individual behavior. Are RRT informed by 
ground truth? Does policy enable individual 
action? 

i. Review Ability • The awareness, knowledge, and skill to 
choose and act efficiently 

• Ask: What behaviors are desired? Do 
individuals know what needs to be done and 
how? 

• Media campaign for awareness, education for 
knowledge, training for skills 
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Best Practice Details Methods 

ii. Review Motivation • The desire and mindset to choose and act 
efficiently (rules, values, norms, habits, 
perceptions) 

• Ask: Are there external or internal motivators 
to drive efficient action? 

• Persuasion changes external motivation to 
internal 

• Internal motivation promotes creativity 
• Extensive demands may get action but will 

cost social capital 
• There are many internal drivers to action that 

are contrary to rational decisions – see 
cognitive biases 

iii. Review 
Opportunity 

• The circumstance to support efficiency 
(roles, tools, accommodation) 

• Ask: Do individuals have the authority, means, 
and accommodation to perform in ways to 
meet desired outcomes? 

• Consider the who, when, and where of energy 
behavior 

• Accessibility to controls and signage on 
controls facilitates proper usage 

Step 6: Create Action Plan 

6a. Identify Desired 
Behaviors. 

• Collaboratively with stakeholders choose 
and detail behaviors that support goals and 
are meaningful to those impacted.  

• Examples: Turning equipment down or off to 
match needs and avoid waste (i.e., turning 
lights off when leaving a room). 

6b. Develop 
Encouragement 
Methods 

• Approaches to support people to make 
choices and take actions that promote 
efficiency 

• Examples: Information and feedback, 
education, contests, social norms, prompts, 
defaults, RRT including gamification 

  i. Apply Collective 
wisdom of cultural 
pulse, gaps & bridges 
to efficiency 

• Use pertinent insights and ideas from a 
broad range of stakeholders, including those 
at front line of technology use 

• See Stakeholder Support Tactics Table 5 for 
76 tactics to help efficiency from installation 
personnel 

  ii. Apply FEMP 
Evidence-based 
Influences 

• Use methods of influence that other 
governmental efficiency programs have 
found effective 

• See common methods from FEMP award 
winners Section B below  

  iii. Apply Other 
Influences 

• Use common methods of influence in 
industry at large  

• See detailed influences Section C below 

Step 7: Implement Action Plan 

7a. Communicate • Accessible explanations of the initiative 
• Get the word out to affected stakeholders 

via appropriate media 

• Messaging affects motivation 
• Choices are affected by the framing of the 

presentation of options 

7b. Initiate • Employ action plan  

7c. Monitor. • Watch operations and gather data.  

7d. Work Both Top-
down and Bottom-up 

• Employ influencing methods for both the 
organization as whole and for individuals 

 

Step 8: Measure and Evaluate (Periodically determine progress toward goals) 

8a. Effectiveness. • Consider what is working to further aims, 
and what efforts should be discontinued. 

 

8b. Input to Policy, 
Procedures 

• Track pertinent policy and procedures to 
recommend new insights for inclusion at 
appropriate times 

 

8c. Rewards and 
Recognition 

• Stakeholder and other awards, celebrate 
success along the way to goals 

• Encourage self-nomination as well as 
nominating others 
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Best Practice Details Methods 

Step 9: Adjust Methods 

9a. Refine Plan • Change the plan to reflect achievable, 
relevant goals, add both short- and long-
term waypoints 

 

9b. Refine Methods • Change methods to reflect learning from 
mistakes, or new trial approaches that may 
be fruitful 

 

9c. Iterate • Continue to build on efforts incrementally 
over time to achieve and sustain results 

 

B. Apply FEMP Evidenced-Based Principles to Guide Change (expanded detail of Step 6bii above) 

Influence people (both organizations and individuals) 

Gleaned from review of FEMP Federal Energy Efficiency Award Winners 

Social Network & 
Communication  

• Seeing and hearing others (people, groups, 
institutions, firms) behave differently 
inspires change 

 

Multiple Motivations • People almost always change their way of 
doing things for more than one reason 

 

Leadership • People change because workplace rules 
change, and visible leadership 
communicates management commitment 

 

Commitment • People change when they make definite 
commitments to change, especially when 
those commitments relate to future 
conditions 

 

Information & 
Feedback 

• People change because they receive 
actionable information and feedback 

• Includes awareness, training, incentives, 
persuasion, and urgency. Education provides 
information and theory, training develops 
skills. Ask: who benefits? Review current and 
future stakeholders 

Infrastructure • People change because changed 
infrastructure makes changes easy and/or 
desirable 

• Changing defaults to desired choices helps 

Social Empowerment • People who feel they can reach desirable 
social goals often do 

 

Continuous Change Change takes time (5+ years)  

C. Apply Other Behavior Influences (expanded detail of Step 6biii above) 

Addressing Cognitive 
Biases: 

• Common mental shortcuts in thinking 
related to efficiency cause people to act 
irrationally (not logically or in their best 
interest) 

 

Status Quo & 
Professional Bias 

• Established behaviors resist change • Includes habits, rules of thumb 

Self-Serving Bias • People generally believe they perform better 
than average 

 

Mental Accounting • Subjective categorization and coding of 
economic outcomes may prevent change 

• Example: Wanting to distribute resources 
evenly may not reflect best economic or 
engineering option 

Risk/Loss Aversion • Avoiding loss is often preferred to acquiring 
gains 

 

Anchoring & 
Adjustment 

• Gravitation to pre-defined reference, even if 
irrelevant 

 

Group Think • Groups tend to reach consensus to minimize 
conflict and may skip detailed evaluations  
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Best Practice Details Methods 

Assess and Address 
Resistance to Change 

• Common Causes:  ambivalence, negative 
impact on interests, attachment to old 
culture, rigid perspectives, clashes with 
values, breach of personal compact, 
insufficient need, excessive change, 
disagreement with methods, perceived 
efficacy 

• Methods to remedy: communication, 
involvement, facilitation and support, 
negotiation, manipulation, and coercion as 
last resort 

 

Partnerships. • Establish mutually beneficial relationships 
with new groups such as neighboring 
communities or industry to potentially share 
assets, complement existing skillsets, and 
broaden perspectives. 

• Engage other military groups. 

2.6.2  Consider logic model in action plans and program evaluation 

Within the holistic systems approach shown in Figure 5 and in approaches 
such as those described in ISO 50001, an organization develops action 
plans or campaigns designed to affect or change behavior in targeted pop-
ulation groups within their organization or mission. For example, an in-
stallation may want to reduce the number of incidences when windows are 
left open by occupants while the building heating system is running or in-
crease the use of the practice of logging service calls by building techni-
cians so that building operations are more efficient. Campaign plans to im-
prove energy efficiency from these groups are most effective in producing 
results when they follow a logic model. A logic model is used to describe 
the effectiveness of programs by showing the linkages among program re-
sources, activities, outputs, and short-, intermediate-, and long-term out-
comes. Since the logic model illustrates the sequence of cause and effect 
relationships, it acts as a systems approach to communicate the path to a 
desired result (University of Idaho-Extension). 

Figure 6 shows the typical logic model process. It begins by identifying an 
issue or problem that the organization wants to change within a target 
population group. Next steps are basic input-process-outputs actions de-
signed and put in place to produce measurable outcomes. Inputs include 
people, funding, and other resources. Outputs are the results of activities 
or processes. Output measures answer the question: “How do you know 
they really did that?”  
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Outcomes, however, are all about impact. They answer the question: 
“What difference did your campaign make?” It is important to note that 
outcome indicators should be measurable and should allow the organiza-
tion to answer questions such as: 

• Did participants show the desired level of knowledge increase, en-
hanced awareness, or motivation? 

• Were improved management practices adopted, behaviors modified, or 
policies altered to expectations of the program? 

The outcomes should also allow the organization to understand the extent 
to which environmental, economic, political, or social factors affected or 
were affected by the program. Identification of appropriate, measurable 
indicators early in the process helps greatly toward developing a sound 
and useful program and helps to identify the baseline data that are needed 
and that may already be available. 

2.7 Energy culture assessment interviews and questionnaires 

2.7.1  Assessment approach 

Investigation of the human side of facilities energy management included 
interviews and questionnaires of a wide range of facility stakeholders. 

Insights in this section were gleaned from four sources: 

1. Conversations/interviews with approximately 60 facility stakeholders. 
2. A facility controls questionnaire from about 50 IMCOM installations. 
3. Round 1 energy culture questionnaire from 10 installation personnel who 

were primarily DPW facility support people (with a few teachers/ adminis-
trators). This group is referred to as the Facility Support Staff in the analysis. 

4. Round 2 energy culture questionnaire from 18 energy researchers in USACE. 
This group is referred to as the Facility Energy Researcher in the analysis. 

Over the past year, the research team has conversed with approximately 
60 stakeholders in DoD energy efficiency (including Army leadership, a 
Garrison Commander, DPWs, Installation and Component Energy Manag-
ers, HVAC technicians, Controls Contractors, Sustainability Managers, 
Strategic Planners, key players in Institutional Energy Behavior e.g., 
FEMP, LBNL, Noblis, Booz Allen Hamilton). Most conversations were in 
person (during team visits to Washington, D.C., Fort Bragg, Fort Knox, 
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Presidio of Monterey, Energy Exchange conference and Installations of the 
Future Industry Day) but some occurred over the phone. 

Primary areas of discussion included: Is efficiency important? To whom 
and why? Can you make a difference? Who needs help and how? What are 
the drivers and barriers to efficiency? 

Early meetings with Army civilian leadership helped to formulate a land-
scape of issues to develop pilot questionnaires for later use. Questionnaire 
scope and content evolved over time. 

Questionnaire Pilots to small sample groups were employed to establish 
methods to determine: 

• The pulse of the culture concerning energy efficiency in terms of indi-
vidual preferences, knowledge, actions, and perceptions 

• The gaps in efficiency practices that separate us from our optimally ef-
ficient selves 

• End user recommended methods of bridging gaps in efficiency by sup-
porting people to use technology effectively and efficiently 

Additional data gathering will yield a fuller perspective of our organiza-
tional relationship with energy efficiency. Interview, focus group, and sur-
vey details are provided in Appendix D. 

2.7.2  Preliminary energy culture assessment 

The pulse of the Army’s energy culture in the pilot sampled population in-
cluded the following observations: 

• Human interaction with technology can make or break efficiency efforts. 
• Electric grid resilience is top priority for installation facility support 

leadership and energy managers and takes precedence over efficiency. 
• Efficiency is of high importance to facility support staff. A primary 

driver for efficiency is the need to meet energy and cost reduction 
goals, followed by the need to reduce environmental impact. This 
group saw facility policy and leadership actions as supporting effi-
ciency. They felt free to share their insights with leadership. The most 
meaningful reward for their efficiency efforts would be to improve fa-
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cility comfort (40% of this group had significant challenges with com-
fort in their workspace). After comfort improvement, making a differ-
ence, and building upgrades were seen as desirable outcomes of efforts. 

• Facility energy researchers were most driven to efficiency to reduce en-
vironmental impact. They were willing to support efficiency initiatives. 

Barriers to efficiency revealed in the interviews and questionnaires included: 

• Insufficient funding in both design and operations is largest barrier to 
efficiency and leads to inefficient facility operation. 

• Facility HVAC operators are ambivalent about efficiency. 
• Soldiers are not engaged with energy efficiency. 
• Facility support staffing is inadequate. 
• Access and coordination of information is challenging. 
• Training is too limited. 
• Significant opportunities exist for HVAC and control technician best 

practices (documents management, equipment modification logging, 
controls calibration, training). 

A detailed review of the interviews and questionnaires is provided in Ap-
pendices A and B. 

2.7.3  Collected energy stakeholder support tactics 

The interviews, questionnaires and literature search to date resulted in a 
broad reaching collection of tactics to support people to use energy effec-
tively and efficiently. Seventy-six distinctive tactics were identified and 
mapped to the affected facility stakeholder (Table 5). Approximately 40% 
of these approaches are in place in at least one location and are recom-
mended for broader implementation by facility stakeholders. These tactics 
are recommended for review during the development of energy behavior 
encouragement methods (Step 6bi in Table 4) of the HCEP. 
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Table 5.  Energy stakeholders support tactics (collective wisdom from field). 

Stakeholder 
Evidence of Some Support in 
Place (most need expansion) 

Opportunities for Bridging Gaps in 
Efficiency Support 

1. Designer • Facility Design Guides and 
Criteria 

• Whole Building Design 
Guide 

• Criteria Change Request 
• Communities of Practice –

USACE 
• Engineering Construction 

Bulletin 
• Public Works Digest 

• Installation Specific Design 
Guides with efficiency as default, 
accessibility and signage for 
controls, interlock of windows 
with HVAC 

• Feedback from end users (with 
post occupancy reviews) 

• Feedback from retro-
commissioning efforts 

2. Construction 
Contractor 

• New Construction 
Commissioning (Cx) 

• 3rd Party Cx thru IDIQ 
• Cx started in Design 

Development Phase  

3. Administrator 
(Including 
Resource 
Manager) 

• Legislated Savings goals, 
reporting, Installation 
Status Reports 

• Contracted O&M fences 
labor, details tasks 

• FEMP/Energy Star training 
• Maintenance Data 

Management System 
(MDMS) training 
(benchmarking, 
dashboards, monitoring 
based commissioning) 

• Certified Energy Manager 
Certification (other AEE 
certifications) 

• Energy Exchange 
Conference 

• Quarterly Energy Manager 
calls (IMCOM) 

• Behavioral approach checklists 
• Position descriptions 
• Table of Distribution & 

Allowances (TDA) additions for 
staffing 

• Increased funding for 
maintenance 

• Retained savings from efficiency 
• Sharing of ideas across 

installations 
• Inclusion of efficiency in job 

performance appraisal 
• Energy Use Dashboards 
• Establish cyber-secure energy 

benchmarking methods 

4. Purchasers • Third party financing 
(Energy Savings 
Performance Contracts, 
Utility Energy Savings 
Contracts) 

• Green Procurement 
Program 

• Energy Star 
• SOW templates 

• Multiple Award Task Orders 
(MATOCs) 

• Other Transaction Authority (OTA) 
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Stakeholder 
Evidence of Some Support in 
Place (most need expansion) 

Opportunities for Bridging Gaps in 
Efficiency Support 

5. Facility 
Operators 

• RCx training 
• Sustainment Management 

Systems 
• Pre-approved low/no cost 

changes 
• Required training for 

federal building personnel 
• Established training budget 

for DPW. 

• Building Automation Dashboard 
• Operational Data Analytics 
• Tiered onsite training 
• Building Operators Certification 
• Coaching, periodic checkups on 

best practices 
• Expanded use of online training 
• Troubleshooting guides 
• Maintenance coordination 

between HVAC techs and UMCS 
operators 

• Maintenance tracking (Logbook 
and/or bar codes) 

• Accessible as-built construction 
documents (get as part of Cx) 

• Wireless UMCS/ Maintenance 
Mgmt. System 

• Approved Cyber Packages 
• Career path to promotion 
• Peer champions 
• Incentivizing efficiency in 

paycheck, maintenance contract, 
performance appraisal. 

6. Occupants • Awareness fairs, In-brief 
training 

• Residential efficiency 
rebates 

• Building Energy Monitors/ 
Peer Champions 

• Self Help upgrades 
• Barracks plug load 

disconnection safety 
checks. 

• Mock billing 
• School programs 
• Savings competitions 
• Signage on lighting, thermostats 
• Persuasion of the desirability for 

efficiency 
• Signed efficiency commitment.  
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Stakeholder 
Evidence of Some Support in 
Place (most need expansion) 

Opportunities for Bridging Gaps in 
Efficiency Support 

7. All  • Energy Awards (FEMP, Sec 
Army) 

• Pull-the-plug electricity 
disconnection exercises 

• Suggestion box 

• Continuous Improvement 
Structures: 

• Energy Star Energy Management 
Process 

• ISSP 
• Installation Energy and Water 

Management Plans 
• ISO 50001 Energy Management 

Systems 
• AAR 
• All hands quarterly meetings 

need energy effort update every 
quarter 

• Installation level recognition of 
energy wins 

• Establishing accountability and 
incentives for efficiency 

• Capture non-energy benefits of 
efficiency efforts (productivity, 
equipment life, job satisfaction, 
etc.) 

• Capture stories of challenges 
and success (they instruct and 
inspire) 

• Establish Communities of 
Practice for Energy Stewardship 

• Re-energize SESC of Colonels 

2.8 Conference participation 

Two organizations that were involved with facility energy performance in-
vited conference presentations on the Army’s energy culture efforts. Ef-
forts presented include the keynote address of the 2019 Building Commis-
sioning Association’s (BCxA) Conference, “Adding Energy Behavior to the 
Building Performance Equation,” and a breakout session on “Scaling Up 
Sustainability Through Institutional Culture Change” at the 2019 Behavior 
Energy and Climate Change (BECC) Conference. The feedback from these 
events was very positive and resulted in fruitful discussions that helped re-
fine research efforts and create seeds for future collaboration. 
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3 Conclusions and Recommendations 

3.1 Conclusions 

Facility energy efficiency efforts too often underperform because of peo-
ple’s choices and actions (behavior) in their use of technology. The Army’s 
energy guidance recognizes that people’s behaviors are key to optimal en-
ergy operations and calls for establishing an informed energy-conscious 
culture of stewardship to meet mission resiliency requirements. However, 
the details for implementing that guidance have not been established. This 
effort provides many of the needed details by providing a practical behav-
ioral approach to efficiency and a strategy to effect a culture of efficiency. 

The HCEP is a continuous improvement process that systematically moves 
people toward efficiency and is built around an organizational framework 
that promotes success. 

A culture of efficiency can be established by systematically supporting peo-
ple to use technology effectively and efficiently and, by ultimately shifting 
cultural norms, to embrace shared ownership of energy outcomes. Both 
top-down (Army leadership) and bottom-up (individual) actions are re-
quired over the long term (5+ years). When a critical mass of people 
(~80%) adopt norms, the fabric of the culture shifts to a new normal 
(Sweeney and Horner 2012). 

The benefits of employing behavioral approaches are extensive; they in-
clude both energy and non-energy impacts: 

• Reaching technical potential of efficiency 
• Using energy to full advantage, reducing waste, directing resources to 

critical loads 
• Improving comfort and productivity, extending equipment life, retain-

ing Soldiers 
• Engaging the workforce 
• Establishing efficiency habits for home station, field, and future em-

ployment endeavors. 
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The following strategy may be used to change energy culture to improve 
efficiency. A strategy is a high-level planning tool to guide overall efforts. It 
will need tailoring and adaptation at the installation level to reflect local 
circumstances. 

1. Assess the current status of energy culture 

Using the energy culture assessment template (Appendix D), document 
cultural relationship with efficiency; solicit insights on improvements. 
Sample multiple locations for fuller perspective. 

A preliminary assessment (60 interviews, 78 survey responses, primar-
ily civilians) noted the following: 

o Civilian leadership, facility support administrators, resource man-
agers, and researchers have a strong efficiency mindset 

o HVAC and controls staff ambivalent about efficiency, believe it 
competes with facility comfort objectives 

o Soldiers are not engaged with efficiency, believe it competes with or 
is inconsequential to the mission 

o Drivers: legislated goals, comfort, environmental impact, altruism, 
mission 

o Barriers: funding, leadership, staffing, coordination, quality data, 
motivation, sharing of methods, training 

o Extensive collective wisdom on tactics to support energy stakehold-
ers resides with both military and civilian staff 

2. Determine the desired end state 

The proposed vision of an ideal end state for optimal efficiency was 
guided by our research. It will need further development and socializa-
tion with Army leadership. Key features are presented as a candidate 
for discussion: 

o Self-sustaining, self-correcting culture of efficiency 
o Saving millions for the mission, directing resources to critical loads 
o Optimal resource use (cost effective, risk appropriate) 
o Engaged shared ownership 
o Action enabling policy informed by ground truth 
o ALL-IN efficiency for resiliency 
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3. Establish and employ a path to move the organization toward the end state. 

The path forward will need to consider the multiple levels of the organ-
ization and their interplay. It should use the HCEP mentioned above 
and detailed in the findings section of this report. Implementing this 
process at the installation level with benchmarking of current practice, 
and behavioral demonstrations will produce the needed ground truth 
insights for potential policy changes. The following section includes 
nine recommended steps that the Army can take to move to a higher 
level of efficiency. 

3.2 Recommendations 

3.2.1  Human-centered approach to efficiency 

This work recommends a behavioral approach to efficiency synthesized from 
best practices in facility management, organizational and individual change 
management, and existing Army methods (such as AARs, and the Com-
mander’s Intent process) as well as proven methods of influence and collec-
tive wisdom on bridging efficiency gaps from federal personnel that can sys-
tematically move people toward efficiency. Its multidisciplinary approach and 
federal sector insights make it particularly helpful for managing Army facility 
energy systems as a whole with both technical and human elements. 

This recommended combined approach may be summarized as: 

1. Establishing a supporting framework (Figure 7) that is conducive to suc-
cess with organizational rules of engagement including: 
a. Continuous Improvement 
b. Shared Ownership 
c. Adaptive Problem Solving 
d. Holistic systems approach. 

2. Supporting organizational efficiency behaviors that endure the test of time 
and changes in personnel by using the Rules, Roles, and Tools Methodology 
(see Table 4 and Appendix E) to track and influence policy; establish roles; 
and institute procedures, methods, and infrastructure that lead to efficiency 

3. Supporting individual efficiency behaviors by using the Ability, Motivation, 
and Opportunity Methodology (See Table 4) to improve the well-being and 
performance of employees, thus improving organizational performance. 
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4. Monitoring and influencing the factors of change iteratively over time us-
ing the collective wisdom gained from interviews and surveys (See Table 5) 
and established methods of influence (See Table 4). 

Figure 7.  Recommended supporting framework for HCEP. 

 

3.2.2  Way forward for Army 

1. Incorporate energy stewardship into current resilience initia-
tives led by top Army leadership. Social science experts recommend 
that, unless high-level Army leadership takes the lead in committing to ef-
ficiency with authority and follow through, the rank and file Soldier will 
not fully embrace it either. Delegating this effort to logistics personnel or 
installation energy managers will not bring about the desired culture 
change. It may to helpful to meet with leaders to discuss where energy effi-
ciency stands in their priorities, and to discuss how energy efficiency af-
fects their commands. Key features of this effort include: 
a. Reviving the energy stewardship objective as a mission enabler that is 

established at the home station and embedding energy utilization goals 
and reinforcing mechanisms into daily processes. 

b. Employing a broad-spectrum team to instill a sense of commitment 
and accountability and giving the initiative high visibility using appro-
priate messaging. 
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2. Increase funding allocations for building support staff to 
demonstrate priorities. The large portfolio of facilities owned by the 
Army will require significantly more people than currently employed to 
support them if increases in energy performance are desired. This may 
take the form of in-house or contracted support. 

3. Expand and tailor data collection to determine local issues and 
opportunities. Conduct enhanced data gathering at one to three Army 
installations with a more refined data gathering approach than earlier ef-
forts. Research questions will be tailored to specific stakeholder groups 
(e.g., interviews with administrators; targeted questionnaires for planning, 
design, procurement, construction, operations; and brief surveys for build-
ing occupants) and address topics missed in first round efforts. The team 
will work to gain buy-in and increase staff participation in data gathering 
efforts for more broad-spectrum insights. (FY20 seed funding received). 

4. Initiate benchmarking of behavioral approaches. Create a graded 
checklist and benchmark current energy efficiency practices (both busi-
ness structure and tactic utilization) at one to three sites against collected 
best practices for influencing energy behavior. Consider a future require-
ment for energy behavior benchmarking at select sites or as part of their 
IEWPs. (FY20 seed funding received). 

5. Make a behavioral approach Standard Operating Procedure for 
energy management. Tailor and adapt the energy culture strategy to lo-
cal circumstances. Optimize energy management by actively applying the 
insights of energy behavior with the organizational framework of continu-
ous improvement, shared ownership, holistic approach, and adaptive 
problem solving. Employ the HCEP to influence both individual and or-
ganizational behavior toward efficiency. 

6. Establish repository of energy behavior methods and initiatives 
Establish an online repository for sharing behavioral methods and insights 
to allow parties across the organizations to benefit from the experiences 
and successes of other locations. (FY20 seed funding received). 

7. Conduct behavioral demonstrations to establish ground level 
methods and impacts. Conduct multi-pronged demonstration projects 
that include detailed data collection at selected sites, development of a col-
lection of methods/tactics that support energy efficient behavior, imple-
mentation of these support methods/tactics, and evaluation and documen-
tation of outcomes. See Appendix C for more details on the proposed 
demonstration projects. (FY20 preliminary seed funding received). 

8. Continue Monitoring Policy and Procedures. Incorporate behav-
ioral insights into organizational rules, roles, and tools, support individual 
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ability, motivation, and opportunity. In addition to the recommended edits 
to AR 420-1 (HQDA 2008) the team provided this year; we will continue 
to monitor Army policies and procedures to find opportunities to incorpo-
rate energy efficient behavior best practices. 

9. Review previous energy data analyses. The analysis of energy data 
for a potential RCT of energy behavior impacts by Noblis showed that 
Army electric energy use intensities are vastly higher (three to seven times) 
than that of other services and national medians. The source of this varia-
tion should be established as it may indicate an extensive opportunity for 
savings in Army administrative and barracks buildings. 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

Term Definition 

AAR After Action Report 
AEE Association of Energy Engineers 
AESIS Army Energy Security Implementation Strategy 
AFI Air Force Instruction 
AFPD Air Force Policy Directive 
AMC U.S. Army Materiel Command 
AMO Ability, Motivation, Opportunitys 
AR Army Regulation 
ASA(IE&E) The Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Installations, Energy and 

Environment 
BCxA Building Commissioning Association 
BECC Behavior Energy and Climate Change 
BEM Building Energy Monitor 
BTU British Thermal Unit 
CBECS Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey 
CERL Construction Engineering Research Laboratory 
CSA Chief of Staff of Army 
CT Current Transformer 
DASA E&S Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army, Energy and Sustainability 
DoD U.S. Department of Defense 
DOE U.S. Department of Energy 
DPW Directorate of Public Works 
EEI Energy Efficiency Initiative 
EISA U.S. Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 
ERDC U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center 
ES Energy and Sustainability 
ESTCP Environmental Security Technology Certification Program 
EUI Energy Use Intensity 
FAQ Frequently Asked Questions 
FEMP Federal Energy Management Program 
FTE Full-Time Employee 
FY Fiscal Year 
HCEP Human-Centered Efficiency Process 
HQ Headquarters 
HQDA Headquarters, Department of the Army 
HQUSACE Headquarters, United States Army Corps of Engineers 
HVAC Heating, Ventilating, and Air-Conditioning 
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Term Definition 
IDIQ Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity 
IEE Installations, Energy and Environment (Strategy) 
IEWP Installation Energy and Water Plan 
IMCOM U.S. Army Installation Management Command 
ISO International Organization for Standardization 
ISSP Installation Strategic Sustainability Plan 
JBER Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson 
JBLM Joint Base Lewis-McChord 
KSF thousand square feet 
LBNL Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
LED Light Emitting Diode 
MATOC Multiple Award Task Order 
MCAS Marine Corps Air Station 
MDMS Maintenance Data Management System 
MMBTU million BTU 
MMBTU/KSF Million BTU per Thousand Square Feet 
MWR Morale, Welfare, and Recreation 
NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
O&M Operations and Maintenance 
OEI Office of Energy Initiatives 
OPSEC Operational Security 
OTA Other Transaction Authority 
PNNL Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
RCT Randomized Control Trial 
RRT Rules, Roles, and Tools 
SAIC Science Applications International Corporation, Inc. 
SECARMY Office of the Secretary of the Army  
SESC Senior Energy and Sustainability Council 
SMA Sergeant Major of the Army 
SOP Standing Operating Procedure 
SOW Statement of Work 
TDA Table of Distribution and Allowances 
UECO Unit Energy Company Officer 
UEM Unit Energy Manager 
UESC Utility Energy Savings Contract 
UMCS Utility Monitoring and Control System 
USACE U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
USAF U.S. Air Force 
USMC U.S. Marine Corps 
WG Wage Grade 
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Appendix A: Detailed Analysis of Interviews 
and Questionnaires 

Investigation of the human side of facilities energy management included 
interviews and questionnaires of a wide range of facility stakeholders. 
(Section 2.7.1 [p. 41] includes a detailed list of those stakeholders.) This 
section amplifies the observations listed in section 2.7.2, supported with 
associated graphical results.) 

An analysis of the elements of the energy culture assessment elicited the 
following important points. 

Human Interactions with Technology are Pivotal. All administrators and 
facility management personnel easily expressed agreement that there is a 
need for appropriate use of technology by people to achieve desired effi-
ciency. They saw human choices and actions as being able to make or 
break efficiency efforts. 

Electric Grid Resilience is a Top Concern. Installation facility/resource 
management personnel were keenly concerned about energy resilience to 
endure and quickly recover from pull-the-plug electricity disconnection 
exercises, and often mentioned that their primary energy concern was re-
dundant generation and micro-grid capability to direct electricity to criti-
cal loads. This aspect of energy management was not reflected in the pilot 
questionnaires. 

Efficiency is a High Priority. Administrators, teachers, researchers, and 
facility support staff universally expressed a keen interest in improving ef-
ficiency to attain energy goals and to alleviate environmental concerns, as 
well as to satisfy more general altruistic goals (i.e., “it’s the right thing to 
do” and “I can make a difference”). Supporting the mission also ranked 
highly; 79% of respondents identified it as a motivator (Figure A-1). 
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Figure A-1.  Efficiency motivations per facility support staff and researchers. 

 

Researchers further asked participants to assess their peers’ perceptions 
and actions toward energy efficiency, as well as their own personal willing-
ness to take energy efficiency actions. Just under half of respondents felt 
their commands/groups encouraged them to be more efficient, but 83% 
believed their peers valued being efficient, indicating there is a perceived 
interest at a personal level more than an organizational level. Accordingly, 
all but one respondent reported personally valuing efficiency (Figure A-2). 

The researcher group’s valuation of efficiency can further be explored by 
identifying which efficiency actions they are willing to take. The research 
group, at a minimum, expressed a willingness to try most suggested actions 
(Figure A-3). The action most reported as currently being done was encour-
aging others to develop energy saving habits, followed by suggesting innova-
tive energy savings ideas to leadership. Respondents were most skeptical of 
participating in communities of practice and participating in competitions. 
This supports the previously identified concept that efficiency actions are 
currently at the personal than at the organizational level. 
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Figure A-2.  Peers valuing efficiency. 

 

Figure A-3.  Efficiency actions. 

 

Staff Are Willing To Support Efficiency. Although the facility energy re-
searchers indicated a willingness to take action to support efficiency, only 
about 20% regularly suggest savings ideas to leadership, and less than 10% 
regularly collaborate on solutions or encourage others to be efficient. 
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Facility HVAC Operators Are Ambivalent about Efficiency. The HVAC 
operators expressed a mixture of enthusiasm for efficiency; their stated fo-
cus was more on facility functionality and comfort than efficiency, and 
they expressed some skepticism regarding how efficiency measures might 
impact their comfort. Some facility operators stated that they had discov-
ered successful approaches to efficiency and expressed enthusiasm about 
solving the puzzle of making systems work more efficiently. 

Soldiers Are Not Engaged on Efficiency. All who commented on the atti-
tude of young and transient Soldiers reported that this group displayed a 
widespread obliviousness to energy consumption and was apparently not 
invested in the site efficiency goals, likely based on the assumption that 
young Soldiers were personally not yet accustomed to paying for energy. 
Some countered with the observation that Soldiers are sufficiently chal-
lenged with training and they are entitled to some creature comforts af-
forded by energy use. Others simply expressed the opinion that Soldiers 
were wasteful in their energy practices, or that they should practice auster-
ity for readiness purposes. 

Policy Supports Efficiency. Overall, facility policy was seen as enabling ef-
ficiency (Figure A-4). 

Figure A-4.  Facility policy enables efficiency per facility support staff. 
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Leadership Actions Support Efficiency. The culture questionnaire re-
spondents perceived leadership as largely supporting efficiency (Figure A-
5) with 70% indicating that leadership supported and demonstrated a cul-
ture of efficiency. In other words, leadership “walks the talk,” which is a 
very positive sign for the organization. A respondent from military leader-
ship indicated that efficiency is not tied to unit performance (of company, 
battalion, brigade), and not a criterion that leaders are evaluated on. 

Figure A-5.  Leadership actions support energy efficiency. 

 

Support Staff Feel Free to Share Ideas. The respondents to the culture 
questionnaire expressed the opinion that they were largely free to share 
ideas about efficiency with authority (Figure A-6). It will be instructive to 
see if that is also reflected in the larger population, especially the military 
population that has a hierarchical culture that typically is not open to ideas 
from subordinates. 
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Figure A-6.  Freedom to share insights with authority per facility support staff. 

 

Practical and Intrinsic Rewards Are Meaningful. The facility support staff 
and researchers expressed the belief that practical and intrinsic rewards, 
including funds for building upgrades, social funds (e.g., Morale, Welfare 
and Recreation [MWR] funds used for team building events) and recogni-
tion in meetings, were meaningful to them (Figure A-7). 

Figure A-7.  Meaningful efficiency rewards per facility support staff. 

 

Comfort Issues are Common. About 35% of respondents expressed the 
opinion that they had significant challenges with comfort in their work or 
living spaces, while 32% stated that they were challenged to a lesser degree 
(Figure A-8). 
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Figure A-8.  Interruptions due to thermal comfort per facility support staff. 

 

Barriers to Energy Efficiency Range from Funding to Differing Expecta-
tions. An open response question to respondents identified a wide range of 
concepts that are barriers to energy efficiency, depicted in the word cloud 
shown in Figure A-9. Words with higher frequency are displayed in larger 
font. Here expectations, including conventional wisdom on building effi-
ciency and status quo methods appear most frequently in these open re-
sponses. 

Figure A-9.  Barriers to efficiency – open response question “word cloud.” 
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Responses to this line of questioning indicate that repeated challenges in-
cluded funding, staffing, training, and coordination (Figures A-10 to A-12). 

• Insufficient funding leads to inefficient facility operations. 
o Funding was reported as insufficient to adequately staff for and 

maintain building equipment and operations. Low funding was 
identified as the greatest barrier to efficiency in the culture ques-
tionnaire for both facility construction and facility operations by 
both facility support personnel and facility researchers. Current 
funding levels result in inefficient operations of equipment and sig-
nificantly shortened equipment life. One respondent pointed to the 
2015 Federal Budget Control Act, when the government chose to 
take a risk by reducing installation funding to accommodate budget 
shortfalls. They observed that the effort to maintain facility opera-
tions with current funding, which meets 50% to 70% or less of cur-
rent needs, was a losing battle. 

o Supporting that position, the screening review of about 50 IMCOM 
installations revealed that the condition of facility controls and me-
chanical HVAC equipment is not good for efficiency. Of the approx-
imately 14K buildings that are candidates for centralized networked 
controls (buildings sufficiently large or important), approximately 
50% of facilities (7K buildings) need significant controls tuning or 
adjustments, about 20% (2.2K buildings) need major controls up-
grade, and about 15% (2K buildings) need major mechanical over-
haul/replacement. A rough estimate of the needed investment is 
$400M in backlogged facility controls maintenance/repair/up-
grade, and $3.4B in backlogged mechanical system upgrades. The 
condition of the equipment used to heat, cool, and ventilate our 
buildings is preventing effective, efficient energy operations. 

o Additionally, funding levels make it challenging to attract and re-
tain needed talent, as salaries do not keep up with other employ-
ment alternatives for capable personnel. 

• Facility support staffing is inadequate. 
o Getting sufficient numbers of the appropriately trained people to 

support the physical buildings infrastructure is very challenging. 
Existing staff are overworked and overwhelmed with requirements 
and are forced to limit time spent on essential tasks for efficient op-
erations such as managing the Utility Monitoring Control System. 
Results of the IMCOM controls questionnaire indicate that only 
15% of installations have, in our opinion, minimally sufficient staff 
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to attend to facility related controls systems. The broadly held be-
lieve that automated controls are self-supporting and do not require 
human interaction is incorrect. Completely unattended controls are 
typically underperforming controls. 

o We heard a few reports that a large percentage (~50%) of systems 
are running “in hand” at some locations, meaning that installed 
equipment controls are not used at all, and that systems are per-
forming at far less than their potential technical efficiency. Getting 
these systems to run “full on,” all the time would offer a significant 
savings opportunity that would justify the needed staffing invest-
ments. The Army’s Meter Data Management System (MDMS) does 
have some capability to flag systems that run 24/7 and may be a 
platform for further exploring this saving opportunity. 

o Overall staffing levels for HVAC operations appear to be only a frac-
tion (maybe 20%) of the quantity that we estimate is needed for ro-
bust operations. At one location reported having 1 FTE per 60+ 
buildings. We estimate that 1 FTE (of combined skills from admin-
istration to wrench turning) is needed to support HVAC systems in 
12 buildings. 

Figure A-10.  Barriers to efficiency in facility construction per facility support staff. 
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Figure A-11.  Barriers to efficiency in facility construction per facility energy researchers. 

 

Figure A-12.  Efficiency barriers in facility operations. 
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• Training is limited. 
o A common issue raised by installations in the controls question-

naire is lack of training. Half of facility support staff indicated that 
there was “barely any” or “no” funding for training. Another third 
indicated that training funds are only somewhat available. (Note 
that although those observations mainly applied to Control Techs 
and HVAC Mechanics, they are also applicable to other roles.) 
While training is —in theory— available, the reality is different. A 
number of factors conspire to limit training: 

o Scheduling and Funding:  A common observation is that there re-
ally are no funds for training, or that there are so many constraints 
on use of the funding that as a practical matter funds are not availa-
ble. For example, at one installation, training could only occur dur-
ing the 2nd or 3rd quarter of the fiscal year. Uncertainties in funding 
availability often further constrain training opportunities. 

o There is a lack of clearly defined training goals and objectives, tied 
to job performance and career advancement. 

o Many HVAC workers appear to lack incentives to be trained. In the 
interviews it was observed that promotion opportunities are largely 
non-existent for many WG employees. Inflexibility in position clas-
sification in many cases makes it difficult to distinguish between 
different skill-levels of workers. 

o Specifically, we heard concrete suggestions that DPWs should be 
able to hire both Series 5306 HVAC Equipment Mechanics and Se-
ries 2606 Controls Technicians. 

o Management expressed the opinion that it is not cost effective to 
train staff; that trained staff will simply then qualify for jobs outside 
of government and leave the installation. This reinforces the notion 
that workers have little incentive to be trained. 

o Approximately 40% of both facility support staff and facility energy 
researchers report receiving no training on energy efficiency in the 
energy culture questionnaire (Figure A-13). Of those who have re-
ceived training, 25% have received only introductory training, while 
31% have received advanced training. The researchers had the most 
training with over half receiving intermediate or advanced effi-
ciency training. 
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Figure A-13.  Energy efficiency training received per facility support staff. 

 

o Respondents were broadly asked “who needs what help” to be more 
efficient. (The word cloud in Figure A-14 summarizes the re-
sponses; responses that occurred more often are shown in larger 
font.) In the respondent group, the DPW was identified as the facil-
ity stakeholder most in need of support. Training was most often 
identified as the needed method of support. One DPW we spoke 
with was strongly committed to training of HVAC staff, and estab-
lished individual development plans for facilities employees. This 
theme of needed training was common among responses. 

Figure A-14.  Groups Needing Support and How. 
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• Assess/Coordination of information is challenging. 
o Information sharing was identified as the second largest barrier to 

efficiency after funding. The organization is so large that we do not 
know how others are addressing efficiency concerns and what leads 
to success. A repository of institutional knowledge on efficiency 
seems quite worthwhile. 

o For facilities personnel, communications are difficult to coordinate. 
One key instance is the access to construction documents. In the con-
trols questionnaire, only a third of respondents indicated that con-
struction documents and equipment manuals are “mostly” or “al-
ways” available and organized. Several HVAC operators said they 
have trouble getting as-built construction documents, even for new 
facilities. This may be a potentially easy fix opportunity to make doc-
ument handoff to the operational staff part of the acceptance/com-
missioning process. (These may be redlined documents if full as-
builts were not developed.) Coordination procedures for system 
modifications were only “barely” or “not at all” in place for 40% of re-
spondents, indicating a large opportunity for improvement. 
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Appendix B: Detailed Analysis of Gaps in 
Efficiency and Opportunities for 
Improvement in HVAC Controls 

Figures B-1 through B-4 show the results of the building controls question-
naire in the area of best practices related to HVAC controls including tech-
nician sustainment practices, computer front-end utilization by the con-
trols expert, management of the computer system and data, and control 
system manager tasks. Approximately 50 IMCOM installations partici-
pated in this detailed questionnaire. These practices were self-reported by 
the installation teams. The black dots show the average response regarding 
each practice. Our hope is that all activities are in the green bands indicat-
ing that they are mostly or absolutely practiced. The upper rows where av-
erages are in the green indicate strengths, where the lower rows, where av-
erages are in the yellow or red indicate opportunities for improvement. 

Strengths for HVAC technicians (Figure B-1) are that they routinely trou-
bleshooting malfunctioning equipment; they get contracted support; and 
they have assigned buildings that they get to know well. Opportunities in-
clude the need to improve accessibility and organization of construction 
documents and equipment manuals; the need to establish logging proce-
dures for system modifications; the need to routinely inspect and calibrate 
equipment controls; the need to make training resources available; and the 
need posting equipment maps in mechanical rooms so that technicians 
can see which equipment serves which area of a building. 
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Figure B-1.  HVAC controls/building automation technicians’ best practices. 

 

Figure B-2 shows the extent of the use of centralized controls capabilities 
for HVAC controls. Self-reporting indicated good use of front ends. 
Strengths include the ability to change operational parameters centrally, to 
troubleshoot with system graphics, to schedule systems, to review data 
trends, and to detect faults. Opportunities for improvement include the 
need to better manage system alarms, to employ proactive maintenance 
evaluations, and to use centralized energy use reporting and analysis. 

(N 50) 
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Figure B-2.  Building automation front-end feature utilization best practices. 

 

Figure B-3 shows practices for managing the controls computer system. 
Reported strengths include the ability to use of temporary overrides, to use 
intuitive and accurate graphics, to appropriately delegate authority for sys-
tem corrections, and to perform regular database backups. Opportunities 
for improvement include the need to establish ready operator procedures 
for common front-end tasks (cheat sheets), to manage server disk space to 
avoid potential crashes due to filled disks, to organize documents, and to 
establish remote access to improve use of the system. 

Figure B-4 shows HVAC controls manager task best practices. They iden-
tify needing support in procurement, conflict resolution, and establishing 
accountability of facility performance. 

( 0) 
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Figure B-3.  Centralized HVAC controls computer system management best practices. 

 

Figure B-4.  HVAC controls manager tasks best practices. 

 

(N 50) 
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Appendix C: Demonstration Project Overview 

One of this report’s recommendations is to conduct behavioral demonstra-
tion projects to establish ground level methods and impacts. (See section 
3.2.2, number 7 [p. 51]). This section describes the steps of that process. 

The objective of a behavior demonstra-
tion project is to validate the use of an 
energy behavior campaign at select 
buildings to impact individual behav-
iors in order to reduce energy costs at 
Army facilities. The effort will develop 
and demonstrate a holistic approach to 
energy efficiency by actively supporting 
people to make choices and to act in 
ways that increase energy resilience at 
an individual level. This four-phase, 
on-the-ground investigation will inform methods to increase installation 
energy resiliency through energy efficiency behavior. 

C.1 Phase 1: Research 

The research phase will collect and analyze data to identify the best loca-
tion for the effort, to inform planning, and to establish a baseline to meas-
ure success. The team will work with key Army offices to evaluate potential 
installations. This effort will consider energy use, diversity of facility types, 
infrastructure investments, logistics, and potential onsite partners. Upon 
selection, the team will identify stakeholders at the targeted installation 
that engage with facility energy, including the energy manager, Directorate 
of Public Works (DPW), facilities and/or barracks managers (typically in 
uniform), maintenance staff that deal with energy-related work tickets, 
and others. The team will then identify sources of energy data, including 
metered data, utility bills, and records of energy projects and retrofits in 
facilities. Additionally, the team will collect existing energy-related com-
munications, policy, and outreach materials, and identify all training op-
portunities associated with installation facilities. 

Depending on the total number and position of stakeholders, interviews, 
focus groups or surveys will be used to identify barriers to and motivations 

Leadership at Fort Bragg was 
impressed by the potential in-
crease in resiliency and sav-
ings of an energy behavior 
demonstration project and 
has already expressed enthu-
siastic support for conducting 
the demonstration project at 
facilities on the installation. 
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behind efficient behavior in those who interact with high energy consum-
ing technologies. The team will analyze all available energy data to identify 
opportunities, and will set a baseline from which to measure success of the 
pilot. Communications, policy, and training will be assessed to determine 
existing messaging. All this content will be used to create a gap analysis 
and identification of opportunities to frame a proof of concept pilot. 

C.2 Phase 2: Plan 

The planning phase will use research outcomes to develop an approach for 
the proof of concept pilot and any associated materials. The team will se-
lect target facilities, develop a timeline and milestones, and determine end 
states for the stakeholders. Once the structure and location of the pilot is 
decided, standard processes can be developed to track and share infor-
mation and to identify and course-correct challenges throughout. Depend-
ing on the research data received and selected facilities, a priority list of in-
efficient behaviors will be used to tailor outreach materials and education. 
All these outcomes will be combined into a project plan for the pilot. 

Depending on the installation and outcome of the research, the plan can 
take several shapes. There may be opportunities for gamification, pitting 
units or facilities against each other to reduce energy consumption. De-
pending on the energy data infrastructure, consumption can be tracked in 
near-real time to encourage a competitive nature. If installation opera-
tional units are less motivated to engage, the pilot can focus on training in-
itiatives and the development of new processes for staff already engaged in 
energy or facility management, to include one-way outreach to Soldiers oc-
cupying facilities. 

C.3 Phase 3: Implement 

The implementation phase will center on the team working with identified 
installation stakeholders to execute the Proof of Concept Pilot Plan. The 
pilot will kick off with necessary briefings and policy announcements to 
begin the effort. In behavioral work, it is critical to share feedback with 
participants; to this end, energy consumption data will be shared periodi-
cally with Soldiers and stakeholders. The pilot will be monitored actively, 
using resources on hand to develop additional materials or to adjust plans 
based on challenges encountered. 
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C.4 Phase 4: Evaluate 

The evaluation phase will include qualitative and quantitative analysis to as-
sess the effectiveness of the pilot, and to contribute to wider Army energy 
behavior planning. This evaluation will mirror the research phase, using the 
same questions and methods from pre-pilot surveys, and using focus groups 
to measure change. Energy data analysis will be used to compare the pilot 
energy consumption data against the baseline. Findings will be compiled 
into an AAR that reflects the proof of concept and informs recommenda-
tions for how to expand the effort across other installations. 
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Appendix D: Energy Culture Assessment 
Template 

Assess the Energy Culture at specific installations using one-on-one inter-
views, small group focus groups, and surveys to understand current values 
and practices related to efficiency, and opportunities to better support 
people to use technology effectively and efficiently. In general, engineering 
details of facility design and operations is best gathered from people asso-
ciated with the DPW. 

D.1 Interview questions for DPW or Energy Manager 

1. Is energy efficiency important? To whom? 
2. Does leadership demonstrate commitment? Who champions efficiency? 
3. Why is efficiency important? What makes it worthwhile? Why should you 

care? What circumstances (requirements, staffing, and tools) and values 
drive motivation? Is motivation external or internal? 

4.  How is energy behavior tied to mission? Does energy behavior connect to 
saving lives? 

5. What requirements, processes, people, tools support efficiency? 
6. Would you please review and comment on the stakeholder support tactics 

table? 
7. What are ways to improve each aspect of human performance? 
8.  Individual behavior is a product of ability, motivation, and opportunity. 

Organizational behavior the sum of rules, roles, and tools. Have we pro-
vided the individual all the needed aspects for change? Have we embedded 
structures to sustain change over time? Have we employed FEMP’s evi-
denced-based methods for change? 

9. Who needs help and how? 
10. Can all participate? Are you free to give suggestions? Will they be taken se-

riously? Will they be acted upon? 
11. Do you have ideas to share? 
12. What prevents efficiency? What are the gaps that separate us from our op-

timally efficient selves? 
13. What can we do better? Where are opportunities for improvement? 
14. How does Army differ from other services in terms of opportunities, obsta-

cles? 
15. How do drivers/barriers differ between civilians and service members? 
16. How can we scale this up? 
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D.2 Focus group questions 

1. What role, if any, do you play in helping others be energy efficient? (e.g., I 
am part of an installation sustainability team, I encourage other to dress in 
seasonally appropriate clothing.) 

2. What requirements, roles or tools are you aware of that support facility en-
ergy/water efficiency? (e.g., building construction specifications and crite-
ria support designers/engineers; or a facility energy competition at the of-
fice engages building occupants in efficiency.) 

3. What practices are you aware of that are a barrier to optimal facility energy 
efficiency? (e.g., an informal policy by a facility administrator of “If it ain’t 
broke, don’t fix it,” where “broke” meant totally inoperative, tolerates 
many underperforming, failing HVAC systems.) 

4. Considering all the people that interact with our facilities (such as designer, 
administrator, purchaser, builder, technician, resource manager, staff mem-
ber, occupant), who could benefit from additional support and how? 
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D.3 Survey questions for wider population 
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Appendix E: Details of FEMP Rules, Roles, 
and Tools Methodology 

The Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP) construct of organiza-
tional behavior frames lasting change as a function of rules, roles, and 
tools. This appendix provides some insights into those elements. 

E.1 Rules 

What are the policies, procedures, and norms that support the present be-
haviors and the principles that apply to changing those rules? 

Setting a clear goal is the first step in the process of achieving higher-order 
sustainability goals. Once the goal is established, it is important to assess 
the institutional context within which that goal is to be achieved (4.2). 

E.2 Roles 

What/whose behavior matters with regard to that problem? What needs to 
change? 

It is extremely important to differentiate the roles that are involved in the 
behaviors targeted for change, and to engage the pivotal roles first — those 
with the leadership, authority, resources, and influence to initiate and 
maintain changes that will lead to reaching sustainability and building 
performance goals, as well as those whose “buy-in” is necessary. Once piv-
otal roles are aligned and individuals are motivated, a comprehensive 
change program can be developed (4.4). 

• Building managers and O&M staff have perhaps the largest role in sav-
ing energy. They know the building systems and can uncover techno-
logical issues and observe occupant behavior that works against re-
duced resource use. 

• Occupants, who, in the course of performing their jobs or using build-
ings, may increase resource use by resetting temperature controls, 
blocking vents, adding personal small appliances or lights, and so on. 
Because of the focus on occupants in many sustainability programs, 
there are many potential behaviors that could be changed. However, it 
is important to make sure that (1) occupants can control resource use 
in the ways specified (“tools”); (2) their legitimate needs for comfort, 
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indoor air quality, and lighting are achieved; (3) their job-related needs 
are met; and (4) new or modified behaviors become embedded as “nor-
mal” so that they persist and remain effective as situations change (e.g., 
new responsibilities, technologies, or staff members). 

• Leaders, from top management to staff champions, who visibly advo-
cate and set examples of energy saving behavior. Leaders and champi-
ons may overlap with other roles. 

• Managers and technical representatives, who approve purchases and 
thus can specify ENERGY STAR®, Federal Energy Management Pro-
gram-approved, or other resource-efficient products. These individuals 
may have the authority to limit the number and types of personal 
equipment, as well as the (sometimes conflicting) responsibility to pro-
vide workspaces that enhance productivity and comfort. 

• Contracting officers and procurement personnel (e.g., major “back of-
fice” players on the actual products and services purchased), who can 
also limit their purchases to those that conform to energy, water, mate-
rials, and indoor air quality standards. 

• Information technology specialists, who can set defaults for “sleep” 
modes, double-sided printing, etc., and encourage overnight shutdown 
of equipment (e.g., by applying patches at start-up or shut down), while 
assuring these practices align with other organizational responsibilities 
(e.g., cybersecurity). 

• Administrators who set building policies such as hours of operation, 
lighting protocols, and office assignments (considering such factors as 
occupancy rates). 

E.3 Tools 

What technologies, processes, and systems are in place or needed to sup-
port desired behavior changes and outcomes? 

Some modifications to existing rules, roles, and tools (RRT) are particu-
larly suited for institutionalizing change. Examples include rewriting posi-
tion descriptions and performance standards, requiring the reporting of 
progress toward goals, instituting required training of new rules and strat-
egies, changing the organizational structure, and adding budget lines to 
highlight costs/savings or to support initiatives. These types of strategies 
promote a shift from implicit or short-term expectations about sustaina-
bility to explicit, long-term ways of doing business (4.5). 
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Information and outreach involve systematic attempts to provide im-
portant knowledge beyond standard norms to particular segments of a 
community, with the intent of initiating change (5.1): 

• Provide vivid, concrete, and personalized information. 
• Use credible, trustworthy sources to convey messages. 
• Use clear, concise, and concrete language to increase understanding 

and memorability. 
• Use multiple methods and settings and deliver content over multiple 

sessions rather than during a one-time effort. 
• Tailor the information to the specific context. 
• Circulate information through social networks. 

Feedback techniques provide information on how well an individual or 
group is performing relative to a specified goal, how current behavior out-
comes compare to past outcomes, or how personal behavior outcomes 
compare to those of other individuals or groups (5.3). 

• Provide more frequent (daily, real time) versus less frequent (weekly, 
monthly) feedback. 

• Make data available in an unobtrusive manner when and where needed. 
• Combine feedback with specific actions to reduce energy consumption 

(or other sustainability outcomes). 
• Provide feedback on how well people are doing, such as progress to-

ward goals and goal achievement. 
• Reinforce or reward successful resource-saving behaviors, which can 

include verbal praise or visual methods that translate impacts of behav-
ior into environmental benefits (more trees, growing gardens). 

• Combine feedback with prompts, reminders, or other triggers to help 
promote and maintain desired behaviors (5.4). 

Persuasion is the influence of beliefs, attitudes, intentions, motivations, or 
behaviors. Persuasion techniques go a step beyond information and out-
reach in that they explicitly aim to convince people to take certain actions. 
With persuasion, there is no assumption that “the data speak for them-
selves,” i.e., that information will lead to action. 

• Reciprocity: the strong cross-cultural norm of returning favors. Can reci-
procity be used to encourage resource conservation? The current focus is on 
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competition between groups rather than reciprocity to achieve environmen-
tal goals (see, for example, Metzger et al. [2011], and numerous relevant pa-
pers from past Behavior, Energy and Climate Change conferences*). 

• Commitment and Consistency: the tendency to honor an idea or 
goal that has been committed to orally or in writing, even if the original 
incentive is removed. Commitment strategies have been used since the 
1970s oil embargo to reduce energy consumption. 

• Social Proof: the tendency for people to do things that others are do-
ing. This driver relates to social norms and conformity to group behav-
ior. Social norms are increasingly used to generate behavioral change 
in organizations and communities. 

• Authority: the tendency to obey authority figures, which is relevant to 
organizational change and the role of leadership in motivating and sus-
taining change. 

• Liking: the tendency for individuals to be easily convinced by people 
they like, which is relevant to the selection of “messengers” in a behav-
ioral change program. 

• Scarcity: in marketing research, scarcity tends to generate demand 
(“limited time only”). Of relevance here is how scarcity of environmen-
tal resources can be used to diminish demand and lead to more effi-
cient use (such as reduced electrical use during high-demand periods). 

Rewards and incentives serve to induce or motivate behavioral change. 

• Changing defaults: How building space is configured and how op-
tions are presented can make huge differences in the choices people 
make (5.6). 

• Commitments are oral or written pledges to change behavior (5.7). 

Social norms are the explicit or implicit rules specifying what behaviors 
are acceptable within a society or group (5.8). 

• Community-based social marketing is a programmatic approach 
focused on barriers to and benefits of changing behavior at the commu-
nity or group level (5.8). 

• Urgency is a quality or condition suggesting immediate or pressing 
importance. 

 
* The Behavior, Energy and Climate Change Conference website contains “Archive” links to a host of re-

lated materials: https://beccconference.org/   

https://beccconference.org/
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• Habits are actions or activities that are carried out automatically, with 
little conscious effort, and are often cued by factors in the environment. 

• Motivation refers to a process that elicits, controls, and sustains cer-
tain behaviors. 
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